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INTRODUCTION

The demand for wide band-gap semiconductors for nuclear detector applications has increased in recent years due to an ever growing demand for safeguard measures and medical imaging systems amongst other applications. Of importance in practical applications is the need for these devices to operate at room temperature, be portable and in most cases lightweight and handheld so as to meet the various needs and uses. The main requirements of semiconductor materials for nuclear detector and spectroscopy applications include an optimal energy gap, high average atomic number and stopping power, good charge transport properties and electrical resistivity as well as purity and homogeneity of the materials. Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CZT) distinctly stands out among the many choices of semiconductor materials for nuclear detection and spectroscopic applications, mainly due to its attractive material properties that makes room temperature operation possible.

A tremendous amount of research is being conducted on improving CZT technology and its implementation into many commercial systems. Applications of CZT detector technology in nuclear nonproliferation and national security as well as medical imaging systems are of special interests. However, CZT devices still face many challenges and drawbacks that must be overcome in order to have new and ideal systems that will answer these application challenges. One such drawback lies in the understanding of the surfaces of CZT detectors and surface effects on detector quality and performance. Another major drawback is the quality of bulk crystals.
that are commercially available. Commercial crystals have large concentrations of extended defects such as twins, grain boundaries, tellurium inclusions, precipitates and dislocations.

The main objective of this thesis is to study the surfaces of CZT detectors in an effort to optimize the surface processing and thereby improve detector performance. This thesis also addresses the presence of extended defects in bulk CZT crystals. The defects and their effects on performance of CZT nuclear detectors are reported. Lastly, a new material for room temperature nuclear detector applications, Cadmium Manganese Telluride (CMT) is also presented. The properties are compared to those of CZT, and the effects of defects on properties of CMT are discussed. This thesis focuses on four main areas that are crucial to the development of CZT and CMT based nuclear detectors.

The first study aims at understanding the influence of surface roughness on charge transport properties of CZT. The dependence of x-ray irradiation of electrodes on detector response is observed and explained by a theory. The surface roughness was controlled by polishing with different grit sizes coupled with chemical etching and optimized for nuclear detector applications. The resultant surfaces from different etching agents were studied with infrared, both in reflection and transmission modes, and also with atomic force microscope (AFM).

Electric field distributions within the bulk of CZT and CMT crystals were obtained using Pockels electro-optic effect and profiled to observe bulk non-uniformities and defects. Infrared imaging and high resolution x-rays were used to scan the crystals to reveal both intrinsic and extrinsic defects responsible for the non-uniform
electric fields. The presence of Te precipitates originating from point defects is correlated with both non-uniformity of electric field within the crystal and detector performance.

Extended defects inside commercial CZT crystals are studied with transmission IR microscopy, white X-ray beam diffraction topography, and surface etching with Nakagawa solution. The effects of these defects on charge transport of charge carriers were studied with a high-spatial-resolution X-ray mapping system.

The results and analyses are reported in six peer reviewed manuscripts and were also presented at conferences. During this research, an experimental setup for Pockels imaging was modified and optimized for direct imaging of the electric field. Also an Integrated Data Language (IDL) programming code was compiled and executed to give a direct profiling of the internal electric field distribution of detectors from Pockels images.

The thesis is divided into two parts. Part 1 is a general review of nuclear detectors and consists of chapters 1 and 2. Chapter 1 presents a brief history of nuclear detectors and discusses the motivation for the work contained in this thesis as well as the present research status and challenges. Chapter 2 presents the CZT and CMT detector properties, fabrication and general operation of nuclear detectors. Part 2 reports the original studies and consists of chapters 3 to 6. Chapter 3 presents the studies of surface morphology that result from different surface processing methods. The effects of surface morphology and roughness on detector performance are also reported. Chapter 4 presents the studies of the effects of chemical etching on CZT and CMT nuclear detectors. Chapter 5 presents the studies
of bulk defects on CZT and CMT crystals. A model is presented for estimating the
effects of concentration and size distribution of Te inclusions on detector
performance. Infrared imaging technique as well as the employment of ‘Pockels
effect’ for bulk defect and internal electric field studies are presented. Chapter 6 is a
general conclusion that highlights the important results from these studies and how
these results have advanced the production of room temperature nuclear detectors
from CZT and CMT crystals.
Part One

A review
CHAPTER I

HISTORY AND MOTIVATION

Overview

This chapter gives a brief history of radiation detectors. It discusses the first radiation detectors and how the detection technology had evolved over the years. The recent detectors, semiconductors, as well as the need for room temperature nuclear detectors are discussed. The chapter compares the properties of the current semiconductor nuclear detectors, presents Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CZT) as possessing interesting characteristics for use as a room temperature nuclear detector and discusses the present status and challenges of CZT research. The chapter ends with the introduction of Cadmium Manganese Telluride (CMT) as a new material with interesting properties for room temperature nuclear detector applications.

1.1 History of nuclear detectors

Energetic electromagnetic radiation was observed over a hundred years ago, before any form of radiation detector was in place. Georg Brandes [1] first reported an ‘effect’ that he saw as a faint ‘blue-gray’ glow which seemed to originate from the eye itself after dark adaptation followed by placing his eye close to an x-ray tube. Roentgen later reported seeing ‘a feeble sensation of light that spread over the whole field of vision’ in 1897 [2].
While the mechanism is not completely understood, the observed effects, known as ‘radiation phosphenes’, are assumed to be due to the direct action of the X-rays on the visual pupil of the retina. [3].

Wilhelm Roentgen discovered "X rays" in 1895, for which he received the first physics Nobel prize in 1901. Shortly after, Antoine Henri Becquerel, Pierre Curie and Marie Curie received the 1903 Nobel prize for their discovery of spontaneous radioactivity and joint researches on the radiation phenomena. After these discoveries, better methods to detect and measure radiation were developed.

1.1.1 Early radiation detectors: The first radiation detector can be attributed to Claude Fe´lix Abel Niepce de St. Victor's observation in 1858 [2] that “a design traced on a sheet of cardboard with a solution of uranyl nitrate and applied on a sheet of sensitive paper prepared with silver bromide, imprints its image.” In 1884, Alfred Ditte commented that “the salts of uranium are capable, long after the exposure to sunlight, of shining invisible rays around themselves”. [2,4] The first attempt to measure radiation was made by Louis Benoist (1902), who developed a “penetrometer,” designed to measure the quality (energy) of x-rays. The penetrometer consisted of a thin silver disk in the center of a ring of aluminum steps of different thicknesses. The first detectors as film dosimeters were made of photographic plates, dated back to 1907 and reported by Rome Wagner in his address at the 1907 meeting of the American Roentgen Ray Society. Ernest Wollan then incorporated a cadmium filter in his dosimeter in 1944.
Other instruments developed to measure radiation include the calorimeter in which the measurements are usually performed by one of four general methods [5]: measuring the rate of temperature increase in a material with a known heat capacity; measuring the temperature gradient along a heat path (e.g., metal bar) under steady state conditions; measuring the temperature increase in a continual stream of cooling fluid; and measuring liquid evaporation rates. The equipment is rugged and easy to use, and provides an absolute measurement of the fundamental energy emission rate (decay rate). However, calorimetric measurements are not suited for routine work.

Color dosimeters were developed in which a colored disk of barium platinocyanide, known as pastilles, turns darker when exposed to x-rays and its color after exposure is compared with standard scales that correspond to different levels of exposure. Color dosimeters have a simple mode of operation and could provide immediate estimate of high doses. Color dosimeters were deployed by the U.S. Army in the 1950s.

Ionization chambers were developed following J.J. Thomson (1896a, b) and Ernest Rutherford’s demonstration (1896) that the new type of radiation could make a normally insulating material, such as air, conductive by stripping small negatively charged particles, now called electrons, from the molecules of the air. They placed two conducting plates with opposite charges at opposite ends of the ionization chambers, maintained a fixed potential between the plates and measured the intensity of x-rays via the chamber’s current (1896-1899). Different modifications of
the ionization chamber include the free-air ionization chamber and the liquid ionization chamber.

Figure 1.1: a) Dr. Hampson’s Roentgen Radiometer (1901 to 1925) consists of 6 small half-moon shaped pastilles that change color in response to incident radiation, b) U.S. Army colorimetric dosimeter (1950s), [2].

Ionization chambers are operated in pulse mode as well as in integrating mode. In the pulse mode, an alpha-emitting sample located inside the chamber emits alpha-particle pulses that are large enough to be counted and permit pulse height analysis. The Frisch grid ion chamber [6] is an alpha-particle spectrometer that has resolution comparable with that of semiconductor detectors. In most cases, however, the ion chambers operate in an integrating mode due to the small size of individual pulses. Electrosopes were developed to measure the rate at which a stored charge decreases.

Geiger Muller (GM) counters were developed in 1923 [7,8,9]. These are nuclear detectors that consist of a cylindrical tube with the outer wall serving as the cathode and a fine wire stretched along the axis of the tube serving as the anode. Light
sensitive GM tubes were used to convert light emissions from scintillators into electrical pulses. GM tubes could operate in current as well as in pulse modes. The advantages of GM detectors over photomultiplier tubes (PMT) are simpler associated electronic circuits as well as the ability to detect single photoelectrons. However, GM tubes have large dead times and did not respond well to the long wavelengths associated with most scintillators.

Another type of radiation detector that was developed are the fluoroscopes, such as the barium platinocyanide detectors (also known as fluoroscopes,) which were portable and allowed an immediate visualization of the x-ray reflector, and intra-oral fluoroscope. Other scintillator counters developed include various photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), zinc sulfide alpha scintillation counters, liquid scintillation counters and plastic scintillators.

1.1.2 Recent detectors: Semiconductors: Solid state detectors are the most recent class of detectors developed. These detectors operate by converting the incident photons directly into electrical pulses. The first modern semiconductor detector, a reverse-biased p-n junction detector, was built at Bell Laboratories by Kenneth McKay in 1951 [10] and used to detect alpha particles and the first lithium-drifted germanium (Ge) detector for high-resolution gamma spectroscopy was developed by Alister Tavendale and George Ewan of Chalk River Laboratories in 1963. [11].
Figure 1.2: a) Herb Parker’s free-air ionization chamber (1935-1940) with top cover removed to reveal guard wires on the back wall of the chamber. b) Lind electroscope (1920 – 1930) with two interchangeable chambers, one (left) is mounted on a flow-through ion chamber for random measurements while the other (right) is for measuring solid samples [2].

Figure 1.3: Hand-built GM tube with glass wall (1940’s). A cylindrical copper tube serves as cathode. The ends of the tube are coated with wax to reduce leakage currents [2].
By 1964, Ge (Li) detectors had replaced NaI scintillation crystals in most gamma ray studies. [12]. This was enabled by efforts at Oak Ridge National Laboratory to produce Ge with impurity levels below $10^{10}$ cm$^{-3}$ to remove the need for lithium compensation. This led to production of commercial high purity germanium (HPGe) detectors. Solid state detectors are fabricated from a variety of materials including: germanium, silicon, cadmium telluride, mercuric iodide, and cadmium zinc telluride. The best detector for a given application depends on several factors. Ge detectors have superb resolution due to the extremely large number of charge carriers are a result of the narrow band-gap of less than 1 eV.

Unfortunately, the narrow band-gap characteristic creates a significant potential for thermally generated noise which can only be reduced by operating the detector at low temperatures. For this reason Ge detectors require cryogenic cooling, which makes them expensive, bulky and therefore impractical for portable applications. Silicon, on the other hand, needs no cooling, but is inefficient in detecting photons with energies greater than a few tens of kilo electron volts (keV). In the last few years detectors fabricated from high atomic number semiconductor materials have gained acceptance due to their ability to operate at room temperature and their inherent high efficiency. Detectors made from cadmium telluride, mercuric iodide, and cadmium zinc telluride are routinely used. Large band-gap materials can be used to produce room temperature semiconductor materials, but this involves sacrificing resolution and size limitation, which limits the detection efficiency at high energies.
1.2 Motivation for CZT research

The use of a solid detection medium has many advantages. One advantage of solid state detectors is their small and controllable sizes. Solid state detector dimensions are kept much smaller as compared with equivalent gas filled detectors due to solid density being 1000 times greater than that of gases. Within the solid state detector classes, semiconductor diode detectors have advantages over scintillators in their processes of operation. Scintillators are also compact but yield poor energy resolution as the scintillating process involves many inefficient steps. Energy of the order of 100 eV is required to produce one photoelectron, so that a smaller number of information carriers are produced and statistical fluctuations place a limit on energy resolution. To reduce statistical limits one needs to increase the number of information carriers per pulse, which is achieved by using semiconductor materials as radiation detectors. Other advantages of semiconductor materials as radiation detectors include relatively fast timing characteristics, variable effective thickness and ruggedness for field applications. Limitations however could be small size and susceptibility to performance degradation from radiation damage.

There are some key properties that x-ray and gamma ray detector materials must possess. These include:

a. High atomic number of absorbent material: The rate of photoelectric interaction, which is the prominent interaction in the operation of nuclear detector devices, increases with increase in atomic number ($Z^4$ to $Z^5$).

b. High band-gaps of more than 1.3 eV are needed for room temperature operation with low noise level. However, probability of trapping and electron hole pair
production energy increases with increasing band-gap. Optimal values of band-gap are 1.5 to 2.2 eV.

c. Resistivity: Semiconductors must have absolute value of net electrically active impurity concentration \((N_a - N_d)\) less than \(10^{11}\) free carriers per \(cm^3\) at room temperature, which is equivalent to a resistivity of \(10^8 - 10^9\) \(\Omega.cm\). Materials with high atomic numbers, require thicknesses of about 2 mm to absorb the major fraction of gamma rays in the 100 keV range.

d. Small transit time of carriers across active volume of detectors is needed to reduce trapping probabilities. Trapping of carriers due to discrete levels in the band-gap introduced by defects affect average carrier lifetime, mobility and electron-hole pair creation energy. Detector materials must be produced with a great degree of purity and crystalline perfection.

Figure 1.4: Radiation Absorption vs. Energy for Typical Detector Materials [13].
Figure 1.4 shows the excitation processes in different radiation detector materials as a function of photon energies. Cadmium telluride (CdTe) and mercuric iodide (Hgl$_2$) are the main materials that satisfy the above criteria. CdTe has advantages of stability and less toxicity than Hgl$_2$. CdTe crystals are more stable in air than Hgl$_2$, which require encapsulation to prevent deterioration of the crystal surfaces on exposure to air over periods of weeks to months.

CdTe combines relatively high atomic numbers (48 and 52) with large bandgap energy (1.47 eV) to allow for room temperature operation. The probability of photoelectric absorption per unit path-length is roughly 4-5 times higher in CdTe than in Ge, and 100 times larger than in Si for typical gamma ray energies. However, CdTe has some drawbacks such as poor collection efficiency of holes that limit the achievable energy resolution. Also CdTe is very expensive to grow into big sizes. This small size limitation makes instruments less sensitive to gamma emitting sources. CdTe sometimes display effects in which counting rates or peak positions change with time, known as polarization effects [2].

A new material, cadmium zinc telluride (CZT), formed by alloying CdTe with ZnTe, is found to be better than CdTe for spectroscopic applications. Firstly, alloying ZnTe with CdTe increases the bandgap from 1.44 in CdTe to about 1.7 in CZT. The increased bandgap provides an immediate solution to the problem of noise due to leakage current in CdTe and allows for use at either lower photon energies or higher temperatures. Also CZT crystals can be grown to larger sizes at a reduced cost compared to CdTe crystals.
High atomic number also provides good stopping power for energetic photons. All these properties allow for producing rugged, compact devices for field applications, and make CZT detectors more desirable than CdTe in detector and applications.

Table 1: Properties of the major semiconductors used for nuclear detection [14-16]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Ge</th>
<th>HgI₂</th>
<th>CdTe</th>
<th>CdZnTe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atomic Number</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>80, 53</td>
<td>48, 52</td>
<td>48, 30, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (g/cm³)</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>6.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band gap (at Temperature, eV)</td>
<td>1.115 (300K)</td>
<td>0.665 (300K)</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.6 - 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ave. Energy/e-h pair (eV)</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron Mobility (cm²/Vs)</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>3900</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole Mobility (cm²/Vs)</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron µτ Product (cm²/V)</td>
<td>2.7 x 10⁻²</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>10⁻⁴</td>
<td>10⁻³</td>
<td>10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole µτ Product (cm²/V)</td>
<td>9.6 x 10⁻³</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>10⁻⁵</td>
<td>5 x 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>3 x 10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Temp. (K)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.3 Present status and challenges

Detection of low energy x-rays (less than 200 KeV) is achieved by using CZT detectors of 6 mm or less thickness. Low energy detection is adequate for x-ray astronomy and gamma-camera imaging in nuclear medicine. One major deployment of CZT crystal in applications include the Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) onboard the SWIFT Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) explorer launched by NASA on November 20th, 2004. BAT consists of 32,768 CZT \((\text{Cd}_{0.9}\text{Zn}_{0.1}\text{Te})\) detectors of 4x4 mm\(^2\) large and 2 mm thick dimensions to form a 5,243 cm\(^2\) detector plane. The CZT crystals, manufactured by eV Products Inc, observe an energy range of...
15 to 150 KeV and have energy resolution of ~6 KeV (FWHM) at 122 KeV. (see references 18-21 for publications relating to BAT). However, large volume CZT detectors are in great demand for high energy applications such as spectrometers for homeland security uses. These applications require that the detector has good (less than 1%) energy resolution.

Technologies for growing large volume single crystal CZT have been significantly improved of recent, thereby allowing for making CZT devices with extended thicknesses and effective active volumes for gamma ray detection and imaging. [22, 23]

However, large CZT detectors are still uncommon. The largest single crystal CZT detectors reported are 6 cm$^3$ pixellated CZT devices in quantities of tens [24]. The major limiting factor for realization of large volume CZT detectors is the high concentrations of extended defects in today’s CZT crystals. These defects include Te inclusions, twins, grain and sub-grain boundaries and dislocations. The extended defects can impair the performance of semiconductor devices. Their specific effects were thoroughly investigated in many semiconductors, especially Si and Ge [25]. This thesis is focused on study of the extended defects, especially Te inclusions. The techniques used for this study include the high-spatial-resolution X-ray mapping system, transmission infrared (IR) microscopy and infrared imaging employing the Pockels’ electro-optic effect. The results have led to better understanding of the roles of defects in CZT nuclear detector performance.
1.4 CdMnTe, a new material for room temperature nuclear detector applications.

Cadmium manganese tellurium (CdMnTe or CMT) has recently been shown to be a promising material for room temperature nuclear detector semiconductor [26,27] as well as other applications [28,29]. Advantages of CMT include better lattice strengthening [30] and wider bandgap energy in comparison to CdTe due to the addition of Mn. The energy bandgap of CMT has been found to increase at a rate of 13 meV per atomic percent of Mn [31], which is twice as fast as 6.7 meV per atomic percent of Zn added to CdZnTe, the reported rate at which Zn increases the bandgap in CdZnTe [32]. Mn in CdTe has a segregation coefficient of 0.95 and axial distribution of 0.001 mole fraction [33]. The near-unity segregation coefficient of Mn in CdTe crystal compared to 1.35 for Zn in CdTe results in a more homogeneous Mn distribution and therefore more uniform CMT crystals.

For CMT to become advantageous in gamma ray detector applications, high quality crystals are needed. Crystals should have good uniformity of composition and low defect concentrations. However there are problems associated with production of good quality defect-free CMT crystals. Commercially available Mn used for CMT crystal growth has a low purity of about 99.99%, so that there is need to further purify Mn and achieve lower impurity concentration. Also CMT crystals grown by Bridgman method are found to contain high concentration of twins [32]. Twin boundaries are highly decorated with Te inclusions. Te inclusions have been identified in CdTe crystals as solidified Te-rich melt captured at the interface of crystal growth due to morphological instabilities and incorporated into the ingot [33, 34]. They are usually ≥1 micron [35-37]. The effects of such twins and
associated Te inclusions on CMT nuclear detector devices however have not been well documented.
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Overview

To fully understand the importance of studying the defects in CdZnTe and CdMnTe crystals, the detector properties and fabrication processes need to be understood and considered. Some fabrication process steps can introduce defects on the surface of the crystal, such as disruption of the atomic surfaces as well as residues from chemical polishing and etching processes. Also handling of the crystals is important as improper handling can induce stress within the bulk of the crystal or propagate dislocations which will affect the operation of the crystal as a nuclear detector. This chapter starts with a discussion of the material properties that make CZT crystals highly desirable for gamma ray detectors. It goes on to detail the principles behind operation of CZT as a nuclear detector. The discussion covers the types of interaction between nuclear radiation and atoms of CZT and the energy spectrum generated as a result of these interactions. The general process of CZT detector fabrication is also discussed. It should be noted that CZT crystals have a wide variety of applications but the discussion is mostly limited to its use in nuclear detection applications.
2.1 CZT properties

2.1.1 Crystal Structure: CdZnTe crystals have a building block of two interpenetrating face center cubic (FCC) sub-lattices that are apart by one-quarter of a unit cell body diagonal. Cd or Zn nuclei occupy one sub-lattice while Te occupies the other. These lattice nuclei arrangements result in a zinc blende (Zinc Sulfide) crystal structure [1].

Cadmium Zinc Telluride atoms are primarily held together by covalent bonds, as are zinc blende structured semiconductors, hence valence band electrons are shared. Covalent crystals have no partially filled bands in k-space (which corresponds to k-levels). [2]

Figure 2.1. CZT crystal structure and atomic arrangement in the lattice. a. represents Cd (or Zn) atoms while b. represents Te atoms.
CZT crystals have a FCC Bravais lattice with a two-point basis \( \sigma_1 = (0,0,0) \) and \( \sigma_2 = (\frac{1}{4},\frac{1}{4},\frac{1}{4}) \) as shown in Figure 1b above. The geometric structure factor is given by

\[
S(q) = \sum_{i=1}^{2} f_i e^{j(\sigma_i, q)} \tag{1}
\]

where \( q \) is the scattering vector and \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) are the atomic form factors for Cd (or Zn) and Te respectively. The Bragg peak \( q \) equals the reciprocal lattice vector, \( K \), hence structure factor becomes

\[
S(K) = \sum_{i=1}^{2} f_i e^{j(\sigma, q)} \tag{2}
\]

In Zinc blende structures \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) are different so that the structure factor never equals zero. The crystal thus has the same set of diffraction peaks as FCC crystals with different relative amplitudes [3]. The CZT alloy can then be described as CdTe crystal with Zn atoms randomly substituting Cd atoms.

The lattice constants of CdTe and ZnTe are 6.482\( \text{Å} \) and 6.104\( \text{Å} \) respectively. The CZT lattice constant can therefore be estimated using a linear approximation from Vegard’s Law [4] given by

\[
a(x) = a_1(1-x) + a_2x \tag{3}
\]

where \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) are lattice constants of CdTe and ZnTe respectively. The difference in lattice constants of CdTe and ZnTe shows that Zinc substitution of Cd atoms results in small change in average unit cell dimensions. Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) [5] measurements suggest distortion of the Te sub-lattice as
shown by a bimodal distribution of bond lengths. X-ray diffraction and Bragg's law
\( n\lambda = 2d\sin \theta \), where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of x-rays, \( d \) is plane spacing within the
lattice, \( \theta \) is the angle between incident ray and scattering plane and \( n \) is an integer)
is used to estimate average lattice constants. The distance between planes, \( d \), is
directly proportional to \( a \), and depends on crystal orientation. Lattice constants can
be more accurately determined by using high resolution triple axis X-ray diffraction
with well oriented crystals [6].

2.1.2 Resistivity: The materials properties required for a good room temperature
nuclear detector include high resistivity and long lifetime of charge carriers. Zinc
telluride has a higher bandgap than CdTe so that alloying CdTe with Zn increases the
bandgap and intrinsic resistivity of CZT from \( 10^{10} \, \Omega \text{cm} \) to over \( 10^{16} \, \Omega \text{cm} \). Butler et al
[7] observes an increase of about two orders of magnitude in the resistivity of CZT
as the fraction of zinc is increased as shown in table 2.1. This increase in resistivity
translates to a decrease in leakage current.

Table 2 Resistivities of \( \text{Cd}_{1-x}\text{Zn}_{x}\text{Te} \) crystals as a function of \( x \). Crystals were grown by
the high pressure Bridgman technique. (Extracted from [7])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Resistivity ((\Omega\text{-cm}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CdTe</td>
<td>( 3.0 \times 10^9 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd_{0.96}Zn_{0.04}Te</td>
<td>( 2.5 \times 10^{10} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd_{0.8}Zn_{0.2}Te</td>
<td>( 2.5 \times 10^{11} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1.3 Charge Transport Properties: Charge carrier’s free mean path should be larger than the detector thickness [8] in order for all photo-generated careers to be collected at the electrode thereby avoiding incomplete charge collection. Carrier mean free path is the product of mobility, electric field and lifetime. Carrier lifetime has been measured by transient charge techniques. [9]. Time of flight measurements were used to measure charge carrier mobilities. [10,11]. It should be noted that values of charge mobilities can be affected by impurity levels.

Mobility-lifetime product is a fundamental figure of merit for semiconductor x-ray and gamma ray detectors and is usually measured by fitting the photopeak shift as a function of applied bias in the Hecht equation. [10]. Electron and hole mobility-lifetime products have been reported to be $6\times10^{-4}\text{cm}^2/\text{V}$ and $3 \times 10^{-5}$– $3 \times 10^{-6}\text{cm}^2/\text{V}$ respectively. [9, 11-15]. Improvement in crystal purity and crystallinity show improvement in the carrier lifetimes. However hole lifetimes need to either be increased or compensated for by electronics to further improve the detection ability of CZT detectors.

Deep impurities occupy substitution lattice positions and introduce energy levels near the middle of band gap. They can act as traps for charge carriers by immobilizing a hole or electron. They can also act as recombination centers by capturing electrons and holes and causing them to annihilate. Trapping and recombination contribute to loss of charge carriers and hence reduce average lifetime of carriers. Structural defects such as point defects (vacancies and interstitials that behave as acceptors and donors respectively) and line defects or
dislocations produced in stressed crystals within the crystal lattice can also lead to trapping and charge carrier loss.

2.2 CZT crystal growth and detector fabrication

2.2.1 Crystal growth: The phase diagram of CdTe-ZnTe consists of an upper liquidus and a lower solidus curve as shown in figure 2.2 below. The melting points of the two pure components determine the end points of the curves. CdTe and ZnTe form a solid solution throughout the alloy range. For CZT crystals grown from the melt, the first solids formed from the melt will contain more zinc than the average melt content according to the phase diagram. The Zn variation has been shown to vary according to sample location in the ingot [16] due to the segregation coefficient of zinc which is 1.3. The commercially available starting materials are greater than 6N pure, but for nuclear detectors, purer starting materials are desired. The materials are separately pre-synthesized due to the difference in vapor pressure between cadmium and tellurium. CZT crystals are best grown from the melt as the melt mixes the elements; however there is problem of thermal dissociation pressure at the melting point that causes cadmium to evaporate at a higher rate than tellurium resulting in non-stoichiometry and precipitation of tellurium in the crystal. [16]. Cadmium vacancies have been compensated by doping CdTe with group III elements such as In and Al. [17].
Growth methods include the Bridgman method [18-20] which has variations as horizontal and vertical Bridgman method, high pressure Bridgman [21-24] and low pressure Bridgman [25-27], Physical Vapor Transport method, [28-30] and traveling heater method (THM) [31]. Most of the defects affecting CZT nuclear detectors results in crystal growth, and for this reason a brief review of the growth techniques is given below.

Bridgman growth is a controlled freezing process occurring at the liquid-solid equilibrium condition. Growth occurs under a temperature gradient with the aim of producing a single nucleus from which a single crystal will propagate and grow. In Bridgman growth the elemental materials are mixed into a sealed ampoule, and the contents melted and cooled to solidify into a crystalline form by allowing the solid-liquid to move slowly until the whole molten charge is solidified.
Different modifications to Bridgman method include High Pressure Bridgman (HPB) and Low pressure Bridgman (LPB). HPB involves maintaining a high pressure of an inert gas over the melt in order to reduce the loss of cadmium in the molten materials. In LPB, CZT crystal is grown without the use of high gas pressure. LPB can be achieved either in the horizontal or vertical configuration.

![Bridgman growth technique](image)

**Figure 2.3.** Bridgman growth technique a) showing different zones, b) showing horizontal and vertical configurations with temperature profile.

Physical vapor transport (PVT) of crystal growth has advantages such as lower growth temperature and smaller contact area with walls of the ampoule that results in reduction of impurities. Also with PVT it is easier to control the stoichiometry as we demonstrated in earlier works [32-34] where we effectively controlled the segregation coefficient and hence uniformity of grown cadmium sulfo-selenide doped with chromium.

The traveling heater method (THM) is a seeded growth process that operates by precipitation of grown material from a solution. A CZT seed is placed in the growth
crucible and molten Te is added as solvent while polycrystalline CZT is added as feed material. The polycrystalline CZT dissolves into molten tellurium. As the traveling heater is moved, CZT crystal precipitates from the tellurium solvent and grows on the CZT seed to form homogenous single grains of CZT crystal.

Figure 2.4 Traveling heater method of crystal growth.

2.3 CZT detector fabrication

CZT nuclear detector devices are fabricated by applying metallic contacts on the finely prepared parallel surfaces. The contacts serve as the electrodes, i.e. cathode and anode that collect charges mobilized by an internal electric field due to the applied bias. The three major device configurations for room temperature
semiconductor nuclear detector applications are simple planar, co-planar grid and pixellated configurations as shown schematically in fig. 5. Simple planar and co-planar grid configurations are generally used for large-volume single element detectors. Co-planar configurations can be used as electron-only devices to provide higher spectral resolution, especially for higher energy gamma rays, i.e. energy above 50 KeV. Pixellated detectors are used in imaging systems where position information is obtained in signals from individual pixels. Photolithography is used to design complex electrode structures such as co-planar and pixellated electrodes. Other configurations include the small-pixel-effect and the capacitive Frisch-grid configurations.

![Fig. 2.5 Schematics of three major nuclear detector geometries: (a) planar detector; (b) co-planar grid detector; (c) pixellated detector.](image)

**2.4 CZT Device operation**

Operation of CZT nuclear detector is based on the interaction between the detector and gamma radiation. An incident photon interacts with the detector material through any of the processes described below, depending on the energy of incident radiation. The interaction produces electron-hole pairs. When a reverse bias is
applied to the detector, a depletion region is created which enables sweeping of electrons and holes to the electrodes due to the applied electric field. The time taken to collect the charges reflects the mobility and average distance traveled by charge carriers to reach the collection electrodes. The detector has attached external circuitry at which the resultant pulse from the electron-hole pairs is observed. The magnitude of the pulse is proportional to the energy lost by the incident ionizing radiation. A schematic of this process is shown below.

Figure 2.6 Schematics of the operation of a nuclear detector.

2.5 Nuclear Radiation

Radiation refers to energy in the form of waves or sub-atomic particles. Radiation could be either uncharged or charged. Charged radiations, such as beta particles (electrons and positrons), protons, alpha particles and fission fragments, are also known as ionizing radiation because they transfer energy to orbital electrons during
interaction with matter. Uncharged radiations include x-rays, gamma rays and neutrons. Radiation is produced by many processes such as:

1. Relaxation of an excited atom to its ground state either by ionization or by emission of an orbital electron.
2. Spontaneous decay of heavy nucleus to produce alpha particles or fission fragments, or neutrons.
3. Relaxation of an excited nucleus to a lower energy state to emit gamma rays. Gamma rays can also be emitted from annihilation of electrons or positrons. Gamma rays are the most energetic form of electromagnetic radiation. Alpha particles typically have energy from ~3 to 7 MeV. Slow neutrons have energies ~0.025 eV while fast neutrons have 10 keV to 15 MeV. Electron energies on the other hand range from a few keV to 100 MeV.

2.6 Radiation detection

For radiation to be detected, it must first undergo interaction with the medium. The methods of gamma ray and x-ray interactions are photoelectric absorption, Compton scattering and pair production.

2.6.1 Photoelectric absorption: In photoelectric absorption, all of the energy of an incident photon is absorbed by one of the orbital electrons of the atoms in the detector material. This photoelectron has a kinetic energy equal to incident photon energy minus atomic binding energy of the electron. The most probable origin of ejected photoelectron is the most tightly bound or the K shell of the atom. The
photoelectron then loses its kinetic energy by Coulomb interactions with the semiconductor lattice thereby creating many electron-hole pairs. The number of electron-hole pairs created is a simple function of the energy of the incident photon.

\[ E_{e^-} = h\nu - E_b \]  

\[ \text{(4)} \]

\( E_{e^-} \) is the energy of photoelectron, \( h\nu \) is the incident photon energy and \( E_b \) is the binding energy of the electron in the original shell.

![Figure 2.7 Schematic of photoelectric absorption](image)

Some characteristic x-ray photons may be generated and reabsorbed by photoelectric absorption with less tightly-bound shell. Photoelectric absorption is the predominant mode of interaction for gamma and x-rays. The photoelectron process is enhanced for materials with high atomic number \( Z \). Probability, \( \tau \), of photoelectric absorption per atom over all ranges of energy \( (E_d) \) and atomic number \( (Z) \) is roughly approximated as
\[ \tau = \text{const} \frac{Z^n}{E_{\gamma}^{3.5}} \ldots \ldots \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where exponent \( n \) varies between 4 and 5 over the energy region of interest.

Equation 5 shows the dependence of the probability of photoelectric absorption on the atomic number of the absorbing material.

### 2.6.2 Compton scattering:
This is the predominant interaction mechanism for gamma ray energies typical of radioisotope sources. An incoming photon collides with an orbital electron. The direction and energy of the incident photon is altered. The incident photon transfers some of its energy to the orbital electron. This electron then loses its energy through creation of electron-hole pairs. Energy transfers are determined from the conservation of energy and momentum during collision.

![Figure 2.8 Schematic of Compton scattering](image-url)
2.6.3 **Pair Production:** An incident photon with energy above 1.02 MeV may create an electron-positron pair. Any excess energy can go into kinetic energy of the electron or positron. The positron has a very short lifetime in the material and so will annihilate with an electron in the material to produce two annihilation photons of energy 0.511 MeV. The annihilation photons then interact with atoms of the material to create electron-hole pairs.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2.9 Schematic of pair production process

2.7 **Operational Characteristics of Semiconductors**

2.7.1 **Band Structure:** Electrons are confined to energy bands in crystalline solids. The valence band is the lower band, corresponding to electrons bound to specific lattice sites within the crystal that constitute inter-atomic forces within the crystal. Conduction bands are next higher bands. Electrons in the conduction band are free to move throughout the crystal and thereby contribute to electrical conductivity of a material. The two bands are separated by the band gap. The number of electrons within a crystal is just enough to fill the valence band completely, so that without
thermal excitation, insulators and semiconductors have the same configuration of completely filled valence band and completely empty conduction band and so there is no conductivity.

In metals the highest occupied energy band is not completely full so electrons can migrate throughout the material as small incremental energy is needed to be above occupied states. In insulators and semiconductors, electrons must first cross the Bandgap to reach the conduction band, so conductivity is many orders of magnitude lower.

Figure 2.10 Band structure for electron energies in materials.

2.7.2 Charge Carriers: At non-zero temperature, valence electrons can gain sufficient thermal energy to move across the band gap to the conduction band leaving behind a vacancy called hole. Electron – hole pairs are the charge carriers and form the solid state analogy of ion pair in gases. Electron hole mobility contributes to observed conductivity of a material.
Probability, \( P(T) \), per unit time that \( e - h \) pair is thermally generated is given by

\[
P(T) = CT^{3/4} \exp(-\frac{E_g}{2kT}) \quad \text{............... (6)}
\]

where \( T \) is the absolute temperature, \( E_g \) is bandgap energy, \( k \) is Boltzmann constant, and \( C \) is proportionality constant characteristic of material. Materials with very large \( E_g \) will have low \( P(T) \) and show low electrical conductivity as insulators.

Electrons and holes undergo a net migration due to an applied electric field. Electrons are drawn preferentially in opposite direction to the electric field vector while holes move in the same direction as the electric field.

\[
\begin{align*}
\nu_h &= \mu_h \xi \\
\nu_e &= \mu_e \xi
\end{align*} \quad \text{............... (7)}
\]

where \( \mu = \) mobility, \( \nu = \) drift velocity (cm/s), \( \xi = \) magnitude of electric field.

Mobilities of electrons and holes are of the same order. Saturated drift velocity is \( \sim 10^7 \) cm/s hence for a thickness of 0.1 cm it takes \( \sim 10 \) ns to collect the carriers. This makes semiconductor detectors one of the fastest responding radiation detectors.

### 2.7.3 Impurities and dopants:

Intrinsic semiconductors have equal numbers of electrons in conduction band as holes in valence band. It can be described in theory but never achieved in reality. Extrinsic semiconductors have impurities or dopants.

The extrinsic semiconductors are divided into two groups, n-type and p-type semiconductors.

N-type semiconductors are also known as donor impurities as they readily contribute electrons to conduction band. The extra electrons can occupy a position
within the normally forbidden gap and have energies near the top of the gap. The added electrons in conduction band increases the rate of recombination and shift the equilibrium between electrons and holes so that equilibrium concentration of holes is decreased. Charge neutrality is maintained by the ionized donor impurities that represent net negative charges that balance the excess electron charges. They differ from holes as they are fixed in the lattice. N-type semiconductor create more conduction electrons and less holes than intrinsic semiconductors, and electrical conduction is determined mainly by the flow of electrons, which are the majority carriers hence holes are the minority carriers and play a very small role in conduction.

P-type semiconductors create an unsaturated covalent bond representing a hole in the lattice. An electron that fills the hole is less tightly attached than a valence electron, so the acceptor sites also create electron sites within the normally forbidden energy gap. The acceptor sites lie near the bottom of energy band. Both donors and acceptors are shallow impurities.

2.7.4 Trapping and recombination: Deep impurities are impurities that occupy substitution lattice positions that introduce energy levels near the middle of band gap. They can act as traps for charge carriers by immobilizing a hole or electron. They can also act as recombination centers by capturing electrons and holes and causing them to annihilate. Trapping and recombination contribute to loss of charge carriers hence reduce average lifetime of detectors. Structural defects within the crystal lattice can lead to trapping and charge carrier loss. These defects include
point defects (vacancies and interstitials that behave as acceptors and donors respectively) and line defects or dislocations produced in stressed crystals. The ionization energy, \( \varepsilon \) is the average energy expended by the primary charged particle to produce one electron hole pair. \( \varepsilon \) is independent of energy and type of incident radiation. \( \varepsilon \) for silicon or germanium is \( \sim 3 \) eV compared to 30 eV required to produce an ion in gas-filled detectors, so the number of charge carriers is 10 times greater. This gives better signal to noise ratio. Ionization energy increases with decreasing temperature.

2.7.5 Electrical contacts: Contacts are used to collect the electric charges created by radiation at either boundary. An ohmic contact is a non rectifying electrode through which charges of either spin can flow freely. Ohmic contacts have very high steady-state leakage currents and so cannot be used in semiconductor detector applications.

2.7.6 Leakage current: This originates both from the bulk volume and surface of the detector. A source of leakage current is minority carriers that are transferred through the junction. Another source is thermal generation of electron-hole pairs within the depletion region. The rate of thermal generation of electron hole pairs within the depletion region increases with volume of the region and is reduced only by cooling. High bandgap semiconductors will have low rate of thermal generation of electron-hole pairs.
Generally, leakage current must not exceed $10^{-9}$ A in high energy applications and $10^{-10}$ A for soft x-ray applications to avoid significant resolution degradation as higher levels of surface leakage can be more significant than bulk leakage. Iwanczyk et al [35] determined that leakage current of $10^{-11}$ – $10^{-10}$ A permits room temperature energy resolution as high as 350 eV for 0.5 mm thick and 3 mm$^2$ detectors. It is important to avoid surface contamination that can create leakage paths during processing. Grooves, guard rings and surface passivation are introduced in different configurations to reduce surface leakage current. The long term behavior of leakage current is a useful monitor of degree of radiation damage suffered by a detector when used under conditions in which radiation damage is significant.

2.7.7 Reverse biasing: A contact potential of ~1V formed across an unbiased junction is too small to generate large enough electric field to make charge carriers move rapidly, hence incomplete charge collection exists as charges will be lost by trapping and recombination.

An unbiased junction has a very small depletion region and high capacitance. This causes poor noise properties so that unbiased junction cannot be used as detectors but rather an external circuit is applied in a reverse biased direction.

P-n junction will conduct current when biased in forward direction but little conduction when biased in reverse direction. The majority carriers on the p-side are electrons while the majority carriers on the n-side are holes; therefore conductivity through the junction is enhanced. If p side is made negative with respect to n-side,
the junction is reverse biased. The natural potential difference from one side of the detector to the other is enhanced. The minority carriers are attracted across the junction and the reverse current is very small.

When a reverse bias is applied to junction, the resistivity of the depletion region is much higher than that of normal n and p type material. The thickness of depletion is increased thereby increasing the volume for collection of radiation produced charge carriers.
Figure 2.11 Concentration profiles for n-p junction. [5]

The resistivity of the material should be as high as possible to give the largest depletion width possible for a given applied voltage. Resistivity is limited by purity of semiconductor material before doping as enough dopant must be added to override the non uniform effects of residual impurities. For this reason we want to obtain CZT crystals fabricated from highest purity materials possible.
Good energy resolution is obtained by using the largest possible applied voltage up to the point that the detector becomes fully depleted. Maximum electric field occurs at the point of transition between n and p-type material.

\[
\mathcal{E}_{\text{max}} \equiv \frac{2V}{d} = \left( \frac{2VNe}{E} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \tag{8}
\]

Maximum operating voltage must be kept below breakdown voltage to avoid a destruction of detector properties. Reverse biased p-n junction makes an attractive radiation detector because charge carriers created within the depletion region is quickly and efficiently collected.
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Part Two

Original studies
CHAPTER III

STUDIES OF SURFACE CONDITION

Overview

Surface processing determines, to a large extent, the performance of crystals used for nuclear detectors. Up until recently only uncollimated sources of radiation were available for studying detector crystals for both surface and bulk effects. However the development of National Synchrotron Light source (NSLS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) provides us, for the first time, with the ability to scan nuclear detector crystals with very high spatial resolution synchrotron radiation. The tunable energy range of the monochromatic x-ray radiation enables us to scan the surface of detectors and study surface effects. This chapter shows how surface roughness, studied by micro-scale x-ray scan from NSLS, directly affects detector performance in terms of charge collection. The difference in response of CZT nuclear detector when irradiating the rough surface as anode and cathode are also shown and explained. A model is used to explain charge collection behavior on rough anode and cathode surfaces using Ramo’s theory. [1]. The results show that rough surfaces contain trapping centers that enhance leakage current and distorts the signal. Many of the findings from this study have been published in Journal of Electronic Materials. [2]
3.1 Motivation

Surface processing plays an important role in determining the performance of nuclear detectors. Surface processing affects detector’s leakage current [3] which in turn affects the pulse height resolution of the detector [4-10]. The maximum voltage that can be applied to a detector is limited by the conductivity of the detector surface, which depends on surface processing. During the process of the CZT detector fabrication, mechanical polishing and chemical etching always induce surface damage and non-stoichiometry of detector surface. Dangling bonds, surface roughness and non-stoichiometric surface species produce the defects responsible for high surface leakage current. Surface properties also influence the electric field and affect charge transport, signal generation and signal collection[10-13]. For these reasons it is important to study CZT surface processing to obtain an optimal surface condition that would result in high-quality radiation detectors.

Prior to contact deposition to fabricate a nuclear detector, the surfaces are prepared by polishing to remove the damaged layer induced during cutting. The main steps involved are successively polishing with silicon carbide (SiC) paper of decreasing grit size followed by final polishing with alumina slurry of 0.01 µm. The crystals are then etched usually with 0.5-10% Bromine-methanol solution at room temperature followed by rinsing with methanol solution to produce a fine optically flat and damage-free surface. Deviations from the standard procedure have been shown to have notable effects on dark currents [14, 15]. To fully understand these effects, it is necessary to study the effect of surface roughness on detector performance, and this is the main focus of this chapter.
Polishing-related defects tend to be evenly distributed over the entire surface and are believed to act as trapping centers. X-ray photons generate charges near the cathode that drift toward the respective electrodes. Holes are swept away quickly to the cathode and make virtually no contribution to the output signal, while electrons travel all the way to the anode before being collected. A fraction of electrons generated near a rough cathode surface encounter the defects caused by the roughness during their drift toward the anode, which distorts the signal and enhances the leakage current. In contrast, when the rough surface acts as an anode, the electrons generated near the smooth cathode surface drift all the way unhindered to the anode before being collected. Though a fraction of the electrons may impinge upon the rough anode surface, eventually most of them will contribute to the signal response. Therefore, a rough surface is likely to yield a dissimilar response when alternatively probing as an anode or a cathode. Furthermore, drifted electrons experience diffusion along their way which causes broadening of the electron cloud [16] and can overwhelm the effects of localized surface defects at the anode region thereby producing poor-resolution images of the defects.

In this work, we systematically studied the effects of surface roughness conditions on carrier transport and signal generation to identify the optimal processing methods required to yield high quality radiation detectors using a micro-scale X-ray mapping technique employing a synchrotron beam from National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at BNL. The micro-scale characterization at low X-ray energies provides the ability to reveal fine details of surface properties and spatial response [17-20] in semiconductor detectors.
3.2 Experiment

A 5 x 5 x 2 mm³ nuclear detector grade CZT crystal in planar configuration was finely polished following the procedure described above. Electroless gold contact from gold chloride (AuCl₃) solution was deposited on one side of the planar detector, while the other side was processed with different surface preparations as follows:

a) The surface was polished first with 0.05 µm grit alumina powder and 1 µm, 3 µm, and 5 µm grit Al₂O₃ abrasive papers to obtain various degrees of surface roughness.

b) The surface was scratched with a diamond-tipped cutter to create 20 µm wide and 30 µm deep scratches in specific areas on top of the 1 µm grit polished surface.

c) The surface was prepared with two different roughnesses; one-half of it was polished by 0.05 µm grit and the other half by 3 µm grit abrasive paper.

d) The surface was prepared as in c) above with 0.05 µm and 3 µm grit abrasive paper and then etched with 2% and 5% Bromine Methanol solution.

For each surface condition, a gold contact was deposited and the surface was scanned with micro scale x-ray beam from NSLS. The surfaces were then re-polished, and the next surface preparation was conducted.

Each gold contact deposition on the surface of the crystal was done by the electroless contact deposition technique, in which AuCl₃ solution was carefully spread on the detector’s surface by a special pipette to avoid its spilling over the side surfaces. After about 30 seconds, the detector was dipped into deionized water to wash out the excess solution and then blow-dried with pressurized nitrogen gas.

For each surface preparation, the X-ray scan was conducted as follows: The detector
was mounted on a standard eV Product’s brass holder in which a gold-plated spring contact held the detector against a beryllium window. The detector’s surface against the beryllium window always acts as a cathode and scans by irradiating the collimated X-ray beam from this end. The beam’s size was reduced to 10 µm x 10 µm with a tungsten collimator. The whole device was put on a set of x-y translation stages of submicron resolution. A spec user interface (a UNIX-based software package developed for X-ray diffraction) controlled the motors and data-acquisition system. For each point of the raster scan, a pulse height spectrum, corresponding to the area of the detector irradiated at the cathode side, was recorded through a multichannel analyzer and stored for further processing.

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of x-ray scanning experimental setup.
3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 Micro-characterization of surface roughness: Using the x-ray scan technique described above, 2-dimensional x-ray images of CZT crystal surfaces with smooth polishing, 1-µm grit and 3-µm grit abrasive paper polishing are generated as shown in Figure 2. The 2 x 2 mm² area of CZT surface was irradiated and scanned from the cathode side with a highly stable 20 keV x-ray beam of spatial resolution 10 µm from the synchrotron source. For each scanned spot on the crystal, the position of the corresponding peak was used to generate a 2-D performance map by measuring the shift in energy to the left of the spectrum.

![Figure 3.2 X-ray scanned images of a 2x2 mm² CZT detector surface with a) smooth polishing, b) 1µm grit and c) 3µm polished surfaces. Non uniform surface defects are apparent in near-surface region of all images.](image)

The x-ray scanned images reveal non-uniform defects in the near-surface region. Polishing grits are known to create a roughness about 10 times their size [21], so that the range of the defects extend from about 5-to 50-µm from the surface, and
about 90\% of 20-keV x-ray photons are stopped in the CZT material at around 200-micron depth, [22] which is well away from the surface defects created by the grits. Most photon interactions occur below the induced surface defects and explain why the defects are not resolved by 20 keV x-ray scans.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 3.3** Infrared and x-ray images of CZT crystal surfaces with different roughness. a) one-half of surface polished by 0.05 µm and other half by 3 µm grit, scanned with 10 keV x-ray beam, b) one-half of surface polished by 0.05 µm and other half by 5 µm grit scanned with 12 keV x-ray beam. The scanned surfaces are 3.5 mm x 2 mm.

Two 3.5x2 mm\(^2\) dual-grit polished surfaces were scanned by 10 keV and 12 keV x-ray beam at a spatial resolution of 10-µm to observe the effects of the rough and smooth surfaces and the transition effect in the boundary area under identical surface conditions. Fig. 3 shows the microscopic images and the x-ray scan images of both dual-grit polished surfaces.
The 12 keV x-ray beams distinguish effects of the different grits on the surface better than 20 KeV x-ray beams. The near-surface damages are clearly identified. The interesting observation here is the effect of tuning the x-ray energies on the resolution and therefore details of the generated x-ray images. This information could be a potential technique for evaluation of the depth of roughness by using the optimal x-ray energy.

3.3.2 Effect of roughness on leakage current: Although surface polishing is able to remove surface defects, it can induce non-uniform defects on the polished surface that can act as trapping centers and eventually enhance the surface leakage current [23, 24]. Current-voltage measurements of the original surface and surfaces with different roughness were obtained and used to characterize their effects on the detector’s properties. The current-voltage plot in Fig. 4 reveals that the leakage current gradually increases with an increase in the surface roughness, indicating an increase in trapping centers with increasing surface roughness.
Figure 3.4 I-V measurements of surfaces with different roughness. Original refers to finely polished surface.

As the roughness of the surface increases, fewer carriers are exchanged into the signal, resulting in a degradation of the detector quality. The current-voltage characteristics shown in figure 4 was confirmed with CZT detectors fabricated with guard rings thereby ascertaining the observed leakage to be a direct result of surface modifications and not side effects. Enhanced leakage current can also significantly degrade a device’s spectral resolution due to noise, rendering it unusable for gamma-ray spectroscopy.

3.3.3 Effect of surface roughness on leakage current: To understand the effect of surface roughness on surface leakage current, it is important to study the effect of surface states on the metal-semiconductor junction. For isolated metal and isolated semiconductor, no surface states occur and both materials are neutral.
However, when the metal and semiconductor are brought together, a constant Fermi level is imposed throughout. A junction is formed and electrons flow from the semiconductor to metal until Fermi levels are the same. The semiconductor surface is depleted, and the depletion region grows as the distance between the metal and semiconductor decreases to zero.

However, additional energy states are present on the surface of semiconductors due to the termination of perfectly periodic lattice at the surface with unsatisfied
(dangling) bonds at the surface. Freshly prepared surfaces of CZT form native oxides when exposed to ambient air. The difference in roughness of the surface of CZT crystal will determine the amount of oxide formed, as surfaces with more roughness features will have larger surface areas for formation of oxides than smoother surfaces. Interface traps and oxide charges exist when metal contact (usually Au for CZT detectors) is applied on prepared CZT surfaces. Figure 3.7 shows a schematic of the location of the interface and oxide trapped charges, as well as fixed oxide charges. Interface trapped charges $Q_{it}$ are produced by excess Te, excess oxygen and impurities, and are located at the Au-CZT interface with energy states in the CZT-forbidden bandgap. $Q_{it}$ exists within the forbidden gap due to the interruption of periodic lattice structure at the surface of the crystal. Oxide trapped charges $Q_{ot}$ can be created by radiation or hot-electron injection. These classifications of charges are based on the work of Brews et al [25]. When a bias is applied to the detector, the tips associated with the surface roughness features can form a sufficiently high electric field to produce hot electrons. The higher field at the rough interface can give rise to field emission, impact ionization or even higher Schottky emission, all of which can result in higher leakage current. Fixed oxide charges are located at or near the interface and are immobile under an applied electric field.
The interface trap density can then be described as

\[
D_{it} = \frac{1}{q} \frac{dQ_{it}}{dE} \quad \text{(Number of charges / cm}^2\text{-eV)}
\]

where \( E \) is the electric field. \( Q_{it} \) is expected to be higher for rough surfaces than for smooth surfaces, therefore the interface trap density \( D_{it} \) is higher for rougher surfaces under the same applied electric field.

### 3.3.4 Rough surface as cathode:

The following results address some important issues about the effect, position, and size of the defects. Fig. 5a shows the microscopic image of a 2x2 mm\(^2\) area of the detector’s surface with intentionally created defects, together with a 2-D map of the same area obtained from raster scans of the sample. The x-ray scans clearly identified the defects that were marked out in the 2-D image. We noted the correlation between the 2-D image and the spectral response (Fig. 3.8b) of the charge collection at different locations on the
surface area. In particular, the spectra corresponding to those defects located at marked areas in the x-ray image (Fig. 3.8b) exhibit a significantly lower photo peak and an increased lower energy peak, indicating severe charge losses and large leakage current. The other areas apparently contained no surface defects and show moderate to high charge collection with less noise.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 3.8 IR Image and spectral response of CZT surface with defects** (a) a 2x2 mm² area of 4X magnified IR image of a polished defective surface; (b) X-ray scanning image of the same area, and, (c) Spectral response in charge collection at arbitrary locations represented as white boxes in (b).

The detector response depends on the position of the generation center and the quantity of charge carriers that survive and reach the respective electrodes. Therefore probing the asymmetric surfaces of electrodes alternatively as an anode and a cathode is likely to yield a different response. In fact, if electrons are generated near rough cathode surface, a certain fraction of them encounter defects due to roughness while they drift toward the anode that results in a distortion of the signal and an enhancement of the leakage current as shown in figure 3.9a.
Figure 3.9 X-ray image and spectral response of a smooth surface (a) a 2x2 mm\(^2\) area of X-ray scanning image of a smooth surface while the defect remained on the opposite surface, and (b) Spectral response in charge collection at the various locations on the detector's surface denoted in (a).

Due to the irregularly shaped features, the defects on the rough surface trap and concentrate electrons. These surface electrons cause a reverse current that passes along the surface of the detector causing surface leakage current. Rough detector surfaces have also been shown to result in higher oxide formation and higher Te enrichment, and ultimately increase in surface leakage current [26]. The electrons generated beyond the surface region form a diminished electron cloud that travel under the influence of the applied electric field to the other end to be collected by the anode to produce measurable signals.
3.3.5 Rough surface as anode: A raster scan of a smooth surface while probing a rough surface as an anode allows the generated electrons to drift toward anode without much interference. Fig. 3.9a shows the 2-D image from a raster scan of a smooth surface in which the far surface exhibits specific defects. The corresponding spectral response is shown in Fig. 6b. The spectral response of the charge collection is almost uniform with small and uniform regions of lower energy peak that do not correspond to the location of the defects shown in fig. 3.8a. This uniform response is believed to result from the contribution of the electrons generated near the smooth cathode surface to the detector’s response, with virtually no loss. It is worth mentioning that bulk defects are not being considered which may cause the charge losses, because we are comparing two different surfaces of same bulk material.

Electrons generated near the smooth cathode surface, drift all the way to the anode without hindrance before being collected. While electrons drift from the generation center toward the anode under an applied electric field, they undergo diffusion that broadens the electron cloud. Diffusion is believed to overwhelm the effects of induced defects due to roughness.

A fraction of the electrons from the broadened electron cloud impinges on the defects at the rough anode surface causing minimal charge loss that explains the very poor resolution images of the defects (dark regions in fig. 3.9a).
Figure 3.10 Schematics comparing the images generated when rough cathode, anode are irradiated. (a) the rough cathode is irradiated so that electrons are collected at a smooth anode, and (b) the smooth cathode is irradiated so that electrons are collected at a rough anode.

The induced charges mostly will contribute to the signal response as we can see from equation 1 [27, 28]. Full charge collection can be obtained if the thickness of rough region is much less than the electron’s traveling distance according to Ramo’s theorem. Therefore the effects of roughness will be less pronounced in large volume crystals ideal for high energy radiation detectors than in thin planar x-ray detectors

\[ Q_c = Q_0 \left( \frac{l-x}{l} \right) \]  

Equation (2)
where $Q_c$ is the charge collection at rough surface, $Q_0$ is the charge collection at the original surface, $l$ is the traveling distance of electron, and $x$ is the thickness of surface roughness.

3.4 Conclusion

In this work, we used a high-spatial-resolution x-ray beam from a synchrotron source that allows us to precisely map areas as small as 10 $\mu$m$^2$ of a CZT detector’s surface. We established a correlation between the 2-D images resulting from raster scans and the spectral response in charge collection that aided us in analyzing the characteristics of charge transport. We demonstrated, for the first time, the effects of surface roughness on detector’s performance in terms of charge collection. We also demonstrated a clear correlation between the degree of surface roughness and the detector’s leakage current.

We showed that the response of detector with a rough anode (and well polished, smooth cathode) differs noticeably from the response of the same crystal with a rough cathode (and well polished anode).

Micro-characterization of the surface roughness in CZT detector was somewhat limited by the fixed energy of x-ray beam, as we were able to evaluate only a certain region of surface roughness. Optimizing the beam’s energy may prove beneficial in determining the specific nature and the level of the roughness as well as in resolving fine-grade roughness, knowledge of which may clearly indicate an optimal detector grade surface, and hence optimize the manufacturing process and performance.
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CHAPTER IV

CHEMICAL ETCHING EFFECTS ON CZT AND CMT NUCLEAR DETECTORS

Overview

The fabrication process for CZT nuclear detector includes mechanical polishing, which is discussed in full in chapter 3, followed by chemical etching, which is the main focus of this chapter. While mechanical polishing is performed to diminish the damage induced during slicing of the ingot, the polishing process also induces micro-scale damages on the surface. Chemical etching is done to remove the remaining damage on crystal surfaces to obtain defect-free optically flat surfaces. This chapter discusses the results of a systematic study of different etching agents on CZT and CMT crystals. Several CZT and CMT samples were prepared by polishing with decreasing sizes of Al₂O₃ abrasive papers and slurry as described in chapter 3. The crystals were then etched for different durations of time with a 2%, 5% Bromine-Methanol (B-M) solution, and also with an E-solution (HNO₃:H₂O:K₂Cr₂O₇). These chemical etchants are widely used in surface etching of semiconductor crystals [1-3]. The etched crystals were studied with Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) [see appendix 4] and infrared imaging in reflection mode to reveal the nanometer-scale features of surface morphology. The etching rate, i.e. rate of material removal from the crystal surfaces, was estimated for each of the etchants. The information helped to optimize the surface processing technique that yields suitable quality of nuclear detectors.
4.1 Motivation

CZT is the most promising material for room-temperature radiation detectors in the present day [4, 5]. CMT similarly has attracted attention due to its potentially useful characteristics and its similarities to CZT [6-8]. However, for both materials, many drawbacks remain associated with the various steps from crystal growth to detector fabrication, which must be resolved to produce good quality detectors. We are particularly interested in the fabrication process wherein surface processing is an important step as it plays a critical role in determining the detectors’ performance. Many studies have explored the surface processing of CZT radiation detectors [9-13], but only a few have studied CMT detectors. Studies show that surface properties can influence the electric field inside the device, and significantly affect charge transport and signal formation [14,15]. A rough surface enhances leakage current into the medium and creates additional trapping centers, thereby adversely affecting the detector’s performance. Therefore, it is essential to evaluate the surface processing steps to identify those that deliver the best surfaces for developing good quality radiation detectors.

The crystal surfaces first are polished mechanically to diminish the damage from cutting, followed by chemical etching to remove any remaining damage from crystal cutting, and damage induced during mechanical polishing. Chemical etching removes a surface layer that has been degraded during storage [16]. Etching is also used for cleaning, for bright surface polishing in which etch pits reveal the Cd or Te termination, and for surface enrichment by Cd, Te or oxides. [17]
Several etchants are suitable for chemically etching CZT and CMT crystal surfaces [18-21], the most widely used being bromine-methanol (B-M) solution. Chemical etchants react with the crystal surfaces, remove a certain amount of material from the top layers, and leave behind a smoother surface. Each chemical has certain etching strength, and hence, the material-removal rate varies depending on the strength of the etchants and the material that is being etched. To ensure a reasonably good surface outcome, we need data to optimize the type of etchant, its concentration, and the etching time for particular crystal surfaces.

4.2 Process of chemical etching

Although finely polished crystal surfaces look optically flat and smooth, the surfaces are actually decorated with localized surface features such as grain boundaries, sub-grains and damages induced by mechanical polishing of the crystal surface. These features have high radii of curvatures such as sharp edges and corners thereby enhancing the electric field that results in higher leakage current. Also, atoms on the surfaces are not completely bound, but rather feature dangling bonds that make surfaces very reactive. Metal-semiconductor contacts are greatly influenced by the presence of surface states, contamination and inter-diffusion between the metal and semiconductor during the metal deposition process. Chemical etching during detector fabrication is usually done for the purpose of cleaning the crystal surface. Chemical etching agents consist of three key ingredients, namely:

a) An oxidizing agent such as $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ and $\text{HNO}_3$. 
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b) A reducing agent, which is an acid or base that dissolves the oxidized surface, such as H₂SO₄ and NH₄OH.

c) The diluting media through which reactants and products are transported away from the surface of the etched material, such as H₂O and CH₃COOH.

Etching is achieved in a three-step process. First step involves transport of the reactants to the surface. The second step is the surface reactions involving electron transfer process, i.e. oxidation of one or more species and simultaneous reduction of the other species, while the third step is the transport of the products from the surface to leave a clean material surface thereby reducing the surface states, leakage current and also improving light reflection characteristics of the crystal surface. An example reaction of H₂O₂ : H₂O : HF with the surface of a semiconductor X, is given below:

\[2X + H₂O₂ = 2XO + H₂O \text{ (oxidation)}\]

\[2XO + 6HF = H₂XF₆ + 2H₂O \text{ (Reduction)}\]

The smoothness of the etched surface depends on the rate of material removal by the etchant; slower etchants produces finer surfaces.

The most commonly used chemicals for etching the surfaces of CZT and CMT crystals include bromine-methanol solution [22-26], E-solution [27], P-solution [27], and Nakagawa solution [28]. Table 4.1 summarizes the use of the chemical etchants.
Table 4. Different etching reagents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Etching action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E - solution</td>
<td>Concentrated HNO₃ 10ml</td>
<td>Chemical polishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>20ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K₂Cr₂O₇</td>
<td>4g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br- methanol</td>
<td>2% or 5% Br in methanol</td>
<td>Chemical polishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P - solution</td>
<td>Concentrated HCl 10ml</td>
<td>Chemical polishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>5ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAg-1</td>
<td>E-solution 10ml AgNO₃ 0.5mg</td>
<td>Etch-pit formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAg-2</td>
<td>E-solution 10ml AgNO₃ 0.5mg</td>
<td>Etch-pit formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Br</td>
<td>P-solution 10ml Br₂ 0.5mg</td>
<td>Etch-pit formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakagawa</td>
<td>H₂O 100 ml</td>
<td>Etch-pit formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solution</td>
<td>H₂O₂ 100 ml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HF 150 ml</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Experiment

Several detector-grade CZT and CMT crystals of different shapes and sizes were used in this experiment. All CZT crystals were from the same growth batch, as was the case for the CMT crystals. The CZT samples were bar shaped with dimensions of ~5x5x10 mm³, while the CMT samples were planar with dimensions of ~8x10x2 mm³. Three sets, each comprising one CZT and one CMT crystal, were mechanically polished with 5 µm and/or lower grits Al₂O₃ abrasive papers including final polishing with 0.05 µm particle size alumina powder and then rinsed in distilled water. To compare the surface roughness of identical surfaces before and after
chemical etching, one half of the polished surfaces of all crystals were covered with nonstick insulating tape while the second half was chemically etched for 2 minutes with a 2%, a 5% B-M solution and with the E-solution, then rinsed with pure methanol and quickly blow dried with pressurized nitrogen gas. Infrared (IR) reflection images of the crystals were taken before and after etching the surfaces. To measure the roughness of those surfaces, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to image the polished and etched surfaces of each sample. The AFM instrument used is an Innova Scanning Probe Microscope (SPM) with a nanodrive controller for an Innova large area single-tube piezoelectric scanner. A contact mode etched silicon probe with symmetric tip of height of 15 microns and thickness of 4 microns was used in scanning the areas.

Another two sets of CZT and CMT crystals were employed for studies of the dissolution rate and a chemical aging experiment. The crystals were etched with the same chemical etchants for periods up to 10 minutes at room temperature. In each case the crystal thickness was measured with a micrometer before and after etching to quantify the amount of material removed from each surface. The entire crystal was dipped into the chemical solution during etching to ensure the etchants uniformly acted on all the crystal surfaces.

4.4 Results and discussion

Fig. 4.1 shows two set of IR reflection images of six representative crystal surfaces. All samples were lapped and finally polished with 0.05 µm grit alumina powder. Half
of each sample was etched with the three different etchants and other half remained as polished.

They were all subjected to the same polishing procedure so that we could use one polished surface as a reference. The IR images in Fig. 4.1 shows chemical etching significantly removed the surface damage. Although the E-solution also removed the polishing damage, it created some pits so yielding a non-homogeneous surface. Longer etching times enhanced the number of pits and the unevenness of the surface. We were unable to generate a flat uniform surface in either CZT or CMT crystals by etching in the P solution, either for 30 sec or up to 2 minutes (Fig. 4.2). Longer etching also enhanced the roughness in this case. Seemingly, the concentrated nitric acid reacted with Cd(Zn/Mn)Te and left behind black tellurium layers on the etched surface, possibly the reason for the unevenness. This effect was reproducible in both the CZT and CMT crystal surfaces and is deemed unsuitable for surface processing of crystals.

The etching rate of different chemical etchants on CZT and CMT crystals after different exposure times was studied. Fig. 4.3 plots the average amount of material removed from CZT crystals after treating with different etchants for times from 30 seconds to 10 minutes.

Etching with the 5% B-M solution removes an average layer of about 125 µm from the crystal's surface in 10 minutes; however, the removal rate is not linear, and gradually decreased with time.
Figure 4.1 IR reflected images of the polished and etched crystal surfaces. The polishing damage was removed substantially by etching with different chemical etchants. The top row consists of images of the CZT crystals, and the bottom row consists of the CMT crystals. Note the pits on the surfaces treated with the E solution.

Figure 4.2 IR reflected image of the CZT (left) and the CMT (right) crystal surfaces before and after etching with the P-solution. 30 seconds etching left uneven surfaces, and 2 minutes etching left some Te- spots.
The average etching rate was estimated to be about 30 µm per minute. Etching with 2% B-M solution showed a similar trend, but with a slower rate of 10 µm per minute while the etching rate of the E solution was estimated to be about 15 µm per minute. Burger et al. [10] reported an etching rate about 50 µm per minute for a 2-10% B-M solution. For our solution aging experiments 5% B-M solution and E-solution were prepared at room temperature and exposed to air for 2 hrs, 4 hrs, and 8 hrs after which they were used to etch the samples for 2 minutes.

Fig. 4.4 shows the result of this aging experiment. The samples exposed to fresh B-M solution had a higher etching rate than those treated with solutions aged for 4 hours and even greater for those left 8 hours. Furthermore, the aged solutions left readily visible layers of black tellurium on the etched surfaces. However the reaction of E-solution was more or less linear over the aging period. The aging effect may reflect a change in the solution's pH. Rouse et al. [29] found that the acidity of etching solutions increase significantly over 8 hrs.

The increasing acidity could be due to the uptake of moisture or CO₂ from air with time [30]. As the acidity of the solution increases, selectivity for cation etching increases, leading to an increasingly Te-rich surface.

The etching rate of 5% B-M solution decreased with increasing exposure time, but remained more or less linear for E-solution over the aged period. The uniformity and roughness of the etched surfaces are not easily analyzed by IR images, so the AFM method was used to study more precisely the surface roughness of the polished and etched surfaces.
Figure 4.3 Plot of the effect of different chemical etchants on CdZnTe crystals. The etching rate of the 2%- B-M solutions and the E solution is about 10 μm, 30 μm, and 15 μm, respectively.

Figure 4.4 Graph of the effect of aging the etchants in air on the removal of materials from two crystals.
Fig. 4.5 shows AFM images of one polished surface and three different etched surfaces of CdZnTe crystals. The Root-Mean-Square (RMS) roughness of the polished surface was estimated to be around 9 nm. Etching with 2% B-M solution lowered the RMS roughness value to about 2.5 nm, while etching with 5% B-M solution reduced the RMS roughness to about 1.3 nm. From AFM images it can be seen that etching with 5% B-M solution has removed the surface damage that can be estimated to be about 88%, whereas 74% with 2% B-M solution and 35% with E-solution.

![AFM images](image)

Figure 4.5 AFM images of polished and etched surfaces of the CdZnTe crystals. The lowest rms roughness was obtained after etching with 5% B-M solution followed by the 2% B-M solution; the E-solution was not as efficacious.
Figure 4.6 AFM images of the polished and etched surfaces of CdMnTe crystal. The lowest rms roughness was attained after etching with 5% B-M solution as compared to a 2% B-M solution and the E solution.

Fig. 4.6 shows the same measurement for CMT crystals. Chemically etching these crystal surfaces provided even better RMS roughness values than did the CZT surfaces. Starting with an RMS roughness of polished surface of around 7 nm, etching with 2% B-M solution lowered the value to about 2 nm, and to 0.9 nm with the 5% B-M solution. Etching CMT crystal’s surface with the E solution left a comparatively rougher surface than did the B-M solution at either concentration.
4.5 Conclusion

This work demonstrated that polishing damage can be substantially removed by chemical etching with either type of chemical etchant i.e., a B-M solution at different concentration, or an E solution, although to different extents. The amount of material removed with different concentrations of these etchants and different immersion times were estimated. This information will help to enhance the process of preparing smooth crystal surfaces. This study shows higher percentage of B-M solution with shorter etching time to yield a smoother surface, which is suitable for detector fabrication. This experiment shows that E- and P-solutions are not useful for polishing-etching of CZT and CMT crystals for detector fabrication; however, further investigation is needed to understand the reason behind this observation. AFM was used to obtain detailed information about the topography of the etched surfaces, especially roughness and uniformity, which will help in selecting the appropriate surface-etching preparations for making good detectors. The effects of different chemical etchants on the surfaces of CZT and CMT detectors, and the differences in etching rates between the E solution and the B-M solution that reduced with time over 10 minutes are reported. However, further investigation is needed to optimize conditions, using the smallest sized polishing grit and the subsequent most suitable chemical etchant. In combination with other surface processing, this may yield a crystal surface of suitable quality for fabricating a good detector.
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CHAPTER V

STUDY OF BULK DEFECTS IN CZT AND CMT CRYSTALS

Overview

One of the major limitations to the use of CZT and CMT crystals for high energy gamma ray detection at room temperature is the presence of defects in the bulk crystals that affect detector performance. This chapter addresses the different defects found in CZT and CMT crystals. The defects are discussed in terms of their formation, concentration, methods of study and the findings. The effects of such defects on nuclear detector performance are studied and reported. The CMT crystal has the potential to be a better nuclear detector material than CZT. However CMT crystals have just been introduced and are the subject of extensive on-going research. This report introduces CMT nuclear detectors and highlights their advantages and drawbacks. Also spectra obtained from CMT nuclear detector's response to high energy gamma ray are reported for the first time, and a key limiting factor for detection performance in today's best CMT crystals is identified. The effects of this limitation on electric field distribution within the bulk of the crystal as well as on spectra are discussed. In this work, extended defects have been characterized using infrared (IR) spectroscopy both in transmission and reflection mode, white-beam X-ray diffraction topography, Pockels electro-optic effect employing the birefringence nature of the crystals, etch pit density (EPD)
measurements and microscale x-ray mapping, and the results and discussions are presented.

5.1 Motivation

Large volume CZT and CMT crystals are sought for making detectors for high energy gamma-rays with extended thicknesses and large effective areas. However the crystallinity of CZT and CMT materials remain a serious problem. Large crystals are usually not perfect single crystals due to several defects present in the ingot. The structural defects include voids and pipes. The defects also include impurities from source materials, Tellurium (Te) inclusions and Te precipitates, vacancies and vacancy-impurity complexes produced during crystal growth. Other extended defects include grain boundaries, micro twins and dislocation walls. Identification and control of these defects and charge compensators in the bulk material are currently important issues that affect detector yield.

5.2 Defects

The major defects in any single crystal, including CZT and CMT crystals can be classified as either point or extended defects. Point defects occur when an atom is missing or is irregularly placed in the lattice structure. They include self interstitial atoms, interstitial and substitution impurity atoms, and vacancies. The point defects identified in CZT and CMT crystals include impurities from source materials, vacancies and vacancy-impurity complexes. Extended defects include Te inclusions, dislocations, grain and twin boundaries as well as ‘pipes’.
5.2.1 Te inclusions and precipitates: Te inclusions, typically ranging from 1-20 um, are formed in CZT at the growth interface [1] or annealing process due to the retrograde slope of the solidus line towards lower temperature or non-stoichiometric compositions [2,3] and also during the process of etching, due to the loss of Cd and Zn. Te inclusions can be easily identified by using transmission IR microscopy. They are different from Te precipitates (typical sized 10-50 nm) that form as a result of the nucleation of native defects. CZT decomposes thermally by evaporation of Cd leaving behind Te-rich melt (as illustrated in figure 5.1). The Te then precipitates along grain boundaries in the crystal.

Although the concentration of Te inclusions may exceed $10^7$ cm$^{-3}$, this is several orders-of-magnitude less than that of the Te precipitates.

Figure 5.1 Schematic of formation of Te precipitate and CZT growth interface showing formation of Te inclusion [4]
Te precipitates and inclusions introduce stress and distort crystal lattices [5, 6], thereby reducing the transmittance of the crystals [7-9] and degrading the electrical properties. Te precipitates on the surface can also increase the leakage current [10], thereby deteriorating the device performance. Te inclusions and precipitates also act as traps for the charge carriers.

5.2.2 Other extended defects: Other extended defects in CZT crystals include grain and sub-grain boundaries, twins, dislocation walls and pipes. A grain boundary is the interface between two planes in a polycrystalline material. Strong charge trapping occur at grain boundaries, and for this reason high-performance detectors are exclusively fabricated from carefully mined single crystals. Twins occur when two separate grains symmetrically share some of the same crystal lattice points causing an intergrowth of two separate grains separated by a twin boundary. Dislocations are caused by termination of a plane of atoms in the middle of the crystal. Dislocations, shown in figures 5.2 and 5.3, are associated with dislocation walls or low angle boundaries [11]. Dislocations are introduced into the CZT and CMT wafers by means of bending deformations at elevated temperatures [12]. Dislocations have detrimental effects on nuclear detectors. Dislocations have been shown to create a large number of trapping or acceptor centers in CZT nuclear detectors [12]. Also, non-symmetrical conductivity in these detectors has been attributed to inhomogeneous distribution of dislocations [12]. The often quoted average density of dislocations in detector-grade CZT crystals is $10^4$–$10^5$ /cm$^2$ [13-
15], but recently, high-quality crystals were grown with lower density (~3x10^3/cm^2) [16].

Figure 5.2  Schematics of a) edge dislocation, showing an extra plane of atoms, b) twin boundary, a highly symmetric grain boundary.

Figure 5.3 Infrared images (reflection) of 5 mm by 12 mm CZT crystal showing grain boundaries, twins, dislocation lines and cracks present on the surface of the crystal. The crystal was etched in Nakagawa solution.

5.3 Study of Defects in CZT and CMT crystals

Several techniques have been employed in the study of defects in CZT and CMT crystals for nuclear detector applications. These techniques and findings are presented below.
5.3.1 **Infrared (IR) microscopy and analysis:** Te-rich volumes have different optical and electrical properties than bulk CZT and CMT crystals. Due to the different absorbance, they can be identified by IR transmission microscopy. The IR microscopy system developed at BNL consists of a microscope with a large field of view objective and a 2208 x 3000 pixels CCD camera. An automatic IR transmission microscope system was developed at BNL for screening internal defects in CZT samples. The system encompasses a large field-of-view microscope coupled with a 3.5 µm pixel size digital camera, a set of translation stages for positioning the samples, and a light illuminator. The digital camera provides 2208 x 3000 pixel images with a resolution of 0.19 and 0.75 m per pixel depending on the lens’ optical magnification. The system consists of a XYZ motorized translation stage with a resolution of 0.1 µm. The three actuators are controlled via a PC using serial connectors. The software to communicate with the actuators was developed and written at BNL using a VC++ programming environment. The microscope objective, CCD camera, and the optic assembly system are mounted in line with the XYZ translation stages and the backlight fiber optic. Long working-distance objectives with magnifications (field-of-view (FOV)) from 2x (h 5.3mm x v 3.8mm) to 20x (h 0.53mm x v 0.38mm) were used. (see appendix A for details of IR microscopy system)
IR images of the CZT are obtained in steps as shown systematically in figure 5.4. The important feature of this system is its iterative algorithm, developed using the Integrated Data Language (IDL) computer programming language, for counting Te inclusions and identifying their shapes and sizes. The code counts the number of Te inclusions in focus for each IR image while rejecting those Te inclusions that are out of focus. From the data obtained and also employing other IDL codes, the concentration, volume, excesses and statistical distribution of the Te inclusions are deduced. An example of the statistical data and a 3-D reconstructed image obtained by using the knowledge of the spatial positions of the Te inclusions in the crystal are
Figure 5.5 Size distribution and 3-D image of the 6 x 6 x 12 mm³ CZT crystal generated from ~500 IR images showing grain boundaries and twins as decorated by Te inclusions.

shown in figure 5.5. The arrangement of Te inclusions along twins and grain boundaries are clearly observed. [17-18]. Te inclusions are seen in IR images as 2D intensity distributions of regular or more often irregular shapes depending on the inclusions’ sizes and orientations.

5.3.2 Chemical etching to reveal defects in CZT and CMT crystals: The use of chemical etching to obtain optically flat and defect-free surfaces ideal for nuclear detectors was discussed in the previous chapter. Chemical etching is also used to
reveal etch pits for observing Cd or Te termination. CZT samples were mechanically polished with Al₂O₃ abrasive paper of successively decreasing grits followed by fine 0.1 µm alumina powder. The samples were then chemically polished in 2% bromine–methanol (B–M) solution for 5 minutes. Afterwards, they were etched for 2–3 min by gently stirring in Nakagawa solution (HF:H₂O₂:H₂O; 3:2:2) solution [19]. After etching, the samples were dipped in B–M solution for one second to remove the black layer formed by etching, followed by blow-drying with nitrogen gas. The etched surfaces were studied with the IR microscope system in both transmission and reflection light modes. Figure 6 shows IR images of CZT crystal surface before and after etching. Linear etch-pits are observed on the surface of the crystal after etching. These etch pits are not Te inclusions on the surface as they are not observed before etching, but rather the etch pits represent termination of dislocation lines that are formed in the bulk of the CZT crystal and extend to the surface. Fig. 7 shows the etch pits on the surface of the crystal and the dislocation lines that extend into the bulk of the crystal.
Figure 5.6 Nakagawa etching reveals linear etch-pit patterns on the surface of CZT crystals. The images at the right show linear etch-pit patterns that cannot be attributed to Te inclusions.
Figure 5.7 (a) Schematic representations of the dislocation lines and etch pits; (b, c) two sets of images showing dislocation lines emerging on the surfaces at different depths (indicated on the top of each image) taken from two different regions in the crystal.
5.4 Effects of Te inclusions and precipitates on the performance of CZT nuclear detectors

Several studies have shown that Te inclusions and precipitates in current CZT material could be critical in lowering the performance of thick, long-drift CZT detectors, thereby limiting the size and efficiency of the detectors[20-23]. Using the X-ray scan technique described in appendix 1, Carini et al [20] showed the correlation between Te inclusions and detector performance. In her work, 5x5x10 mm³ Frisch-ring CZT detectors were scanned using 85 KeV quasi-monochromatic x-ray beam of 10 µm x 10 µm beam size. For each X-Y position of the x-ray beam, the pulse height spectra and peak positions (which correspond to the total collected charge) are evaluated and the scan result is plotted as two-dimensional maps of device performance as shown in fig. 8. The dark regions of x-ray map correspond to poor performance, i.e. shift of the spectra’s peak position to lower energy, correlate well with Te inclusions identified with IR image of the sample. Fig. 9 shows ⁶⁰Co spectra and x-ray scans of two Frisch-ring CZT detectors with low and high concentration of Te inclusions. Both detectors were fabricated from the same region of CZT ingot and have similar values of the µτ product. The degradation of detector response is attributed to fluctuations of charge loss caused by trapping centers associated with inclusions. Te inclusions are extended local defects with a very high local concentration of trapping centers. The fluctuations in charge loss are therefore proportional to the total number of defects encountered by the electron cloud. Electric field distortions around Te inclusions can also contribute to the dispersion
of the collected charges leading to further degradation in spectroscopic performance.

Figure 5.8 Correlations between x-ray (bottom) and IR transmission (top) maps measured for a 1 mm thick CZT planar device. The scans were performed by using a 10 x 10 µm² size, 85 keV x-ray beam. [19]
Figure 5.9 $^{60}$Co spectra and X-ray scans measured for two Frisch-ring CZT detectors: (a) 11-mm long with a low concentration of Te precipitates, and (b) 16-mm long with high concentration of precipitates. The scans were performed by using a 25x25 μm$^2$ size, 85-keV beam. [20]

5.5 Modeling charge loss due to Te inclusions

The number of trapped electrons depends on the spread of the electric cloud, which in turn is governed by the amount of initially deposited charge and the electron drift time. A model for estimating the electron cloud broadening is suggested following the calculations of the effects of the spread of electron cloud on Si drift detectors [24]. The model predicts that for large deposited energies, electrostatic repulsion becomes the dominant effect that broadens the electron cloud. The broadening is independent of the initial charge distribution but depends on the total amount of
deposited charge. Charge loss due to ordinary traps, i.e. uniformly distributed impurity levels, is described by

\[ Q = Q_o \exp \left( \frac{t_{\text{drift}}}{\tau_{\text{bulk}}} \right) \]  

(1)

where \( Q \) and \( Q_o \) are the collected and initial charge generated, \( t_{\text{drift}} \) is the drift time of electron cloud from interaction point to the anode, and \( \tau_{\text{bulk}} \) is the electron’s lifetime in the CZT bulk. If an individual Te inclusion is considered as a microscopic region filled with a high concentration of ordinary traps, then

\[ Q = Q_i \left( 1 - n_i \left[ 1 - \exp \left( \frac{t_i}{\tau_i} \right) \right] \right) \]  

(2)

where \( t_i \) and \( \tau_i \) represent the electron drift and lifetime respectively average over the \( i \)th inclusion, and \( n_i \) is a fraction of charge from an electron cloud crossing the geometrical region of an inclusion. This equation is only applicable when \( \exp (t_i/\tau_i) < 1 \). Charge loss due to interactions of an electron cloud with inclusions is a stochastic process, and \( t_i/\tau_i \) could differ from one inclusion to the other. The fraction of electrons, \( n_i \), located within a footprint of the \( i \)th inclusion of a certain effective diameter \( D_i \) can be calculated based on a simplified approach [25-27]. This approach assumes Te inclusions to be geometrical spheres that punch holes in the electron cloud, which is also considered a sphere with an electric distribution described by a 3-D Gaussian function. This simple model does not account for variations in local electric fields, electron detrapping and extended areas of defects. The amount of charge left in the electron cloud after encountering a Te inclusion is

\[ Q = Q_i \left( 1 - n_i \left[ 1 - \exp \left( - \frac{D_i}{E_i R_i T_i} \right) \right] \right) \]  

(3)
where $E_i$ is the local electric field and $\mu_i \tau_i$ product associated with the $i$'th inclusion. The product $E_i \mu_i \tau_i$ is the inclusion’s attenuation length $\lambda_i$. The attenuation length averaged over all inclusions can be used to reduce the number of free parameters. We can assume nontransparent inclusions for the simplest case so that all electrons get trapped so that

$$\left( \frac{D_i}{E_i \mu_i \tau_i} \right) \gg 1 \quad (4)$$

Therefore, the charge trapped by a Te inclusion depends on its effective diameter and its location with respect to the center of the electron cloud.

Figure 5.10 Simulated results using the model described above for 15 mm long CZT detector at 662 KeV. a) Energy resolution (% FWHM) versus concentration of Te inclusions of 1, 3, 5, 10 and 20 μm diameter, b) Regions where the contribution of Te inclusions to the peak width is greater (top) and less (bottom) than 0.5% FWHM [28].
Bolotnikov et al [28] have used this model to simulate the effect of presence and size distribution of Te inclusions on charge collection in CZT crystals. Fig. 10 shows simulated results in which the energy resolution increases as the diameter and concentration of Te inclusions increase [28].

5.6 Study of defects in CMT nuclear detectors

In this work we studied CMT crystals grown by modified low pressure Bridgman (MLPB) technique at Yinnel Tech [29]. Infrared microscopy was used to screen the crystals for the presence of defects, specifically twins and Te inclusions, and also to estimate the sizes and concentrations of Te inclusions in the CMT samples. A distinct pattern of twinning was also observed.

CMT, like other Zinc-blende crystals such as CdZnTe, belongs to a class of crystals that undergo birefringence, making it possible to probe the internal electric field using Pockels imaging. Pockels electro-optic effect has been used to probe the internal electric field of other crystals in the past [30, 31]. However there is no data reported on imaging the internal electric field in CMT crystals. In this study, the Pockels effect was used to measure the distribution of internal electric field of CMT crystals. This study shows, for the first time, the effect of a plane of Te inclusions on the internal electric field distribution of CMT radiation detectors.

5.6.1 Experiment: Four sets of 6x6x12 mm$^3$ CdMnTe crystals from two different ingots were used in this experiment. Ingot one crystal was indium-doped at 4 ppm while ingot 2 was 2.5-ppm indium doped. All other growth conditions were the
same for both ingots. The crystals were mechanically polished with decreasing grit sizes of Al$_2$O$_3$ abrasive papers followed by alumina slurry also of decreasing sizes as described in section 3.2. The crystals were then etched with 2% Bromine-Methanol (BM) solution for 3 minutes, flushed with methanol and carefully cleaned to remove any residue from etching, and then blow-dried using nitrogen gas. 6x6x2.4 mm$^3$ samples were prepared for mobility-lifetime measurements, while 6x6x12 mm$^3$ samples were prepared for radiation response measurements. The sizes and distributions of Te inclusions in the bulk of the CMT crystals were studied with an IR microscope system developed at BNL to reveal the patterns of Te inclusions (Appendix A). The IR images of the crystal from ingot 2 reveals a region that has a thin plane of Te inclusions. This region was selected and a 6x6x6mm$^3$ sample was carefully cut out to feature the Te inclusion plane. This CdMnTe sample has only a single twin plane and was used for Pockels imaging and electric field studies. The sample was polished, etched and cleaned as described above. A Kurt J. Lesker sputtering system utilizing Radio frequency (RF) magnetron was used to deposit Au electrodes on the (111) planes as shown schematically in figure 11.
Materials with zinc-blende structure possess a linear electro-optic effect, known as Pockels effect, in which the refractive index is modified anisotropically. The crystal is placed between a cross polarizer and analyzer. It is then irradiated with infrared light of wavelength below the band-gap of the crystal, and the total intensity of light is detected with a CCD camera. The intensity is given by

\[ I = I_o \sin^2(\vartheta) \]  

Here \( I_o \) is the maximum transmitted light with aligned polarizers, and \( I \) is the difference between cross-polarized transmitted light between the biased and unbiased crystal. \( \vartheta \) is the retardation of light beam passing through the crystal, expressed as

\[ \vartheta = \frac{\pi n_o^3 r d}{\lambda} E \]
Here $d$ is the optical path length (thickness of crystal), $r$ is the linear electro-optic coefficient, $n_0$ is the field free refractive index, and $E$ the mean electric field. Pockels images were obtained and analyzed with an IDL code specifically generated for this application to give the 3-dimensional distribution of internal electric field (See appendix B).

Two 6x6x12 mm$^3$ CdMnTe crystals from ingot #2 were fabricated in planar configuration for radiation response measurements. Planes of Te inclusions were observed in one of the crystals while the other crystal is relatively free of Te inclusion planes.

5.6.2 Results and discussions: CdMnTe crystals obtained from the two ingots show distinct differences. Firstly, as observed in Figure 12, ingot 1 crystals have a higher concentration of Te inclusions than crystals from ingot 2. Inclusions of larger diameters (10 μm to 36 μm diameter) are two orders of magnitude greater in ingot 1 crystals than ingot 2 crystals. Ingot 1 crystals feature three distinct size distributions of Te inclusions, i.e. ~5, 10 and 25 μm, while ingot 2 features a higher distribution of ~5 μm Te inclusions. Also, Te inclusions in ingot 1 crystals are more uniformly distributed within the bulk of ingot 1 crystals, but are more concentrated around a planar region in ingot 2 crystals. The major differences between Te inclusions in ingot 1 and ingot 2 are summarized in table 1 below.
Figure 5.12 Concentration and size distribution of Te inclusions in a 1.5\times1.5\times6 \text{ mm}^3 region of CMT crystal from (a) ingot 1 and (b) ingot 2.

Table 5. Comparison of Te inclusions between ingot 1 and ingot 2 crystals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ingot 1 (a)</th>
<th>Ingot 2 (b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indium doping (parts per million)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conc. of Te inclusions (/\text{cm}^3 \text{ CMT})</td>
<td>$3.45 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$9.5 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol. of Te inclusions (?\text{cm}^3 \text{ CMT})</td>
<td>$5.57 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$2.43 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conc. of Te inclusions (\geq 10\text{µm dia.}/\text{cm}^3 \text{ CMT})</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another distinct difference observed is the arrangement of Te inclusions. Inclusions are randomly distributed across the volume of crystal obtained from ingot 1, but they are more localized in ingot 2 crystals, as seen in figure 13.
Figure 5.13 a) IR images of CMT crystal from ingot 1, a) stitched together to show a ‘line’ of Te inclusions from one side of the crystal to the other. b) showing the layer of Te inclusion. IR light is parallel to (111). The IR light is perpendicular to (111) direction.

Also, a distinct feature of Te inclusions in ingot 2 is the planar arrangement within the bulk of the crystal. Figure 13 shows a plane of Te inclusions observed both parallel to (observed from the side) and transverse to (observed from the top) the (111) plane. This plane of Te inclusions has characteristics of twin boundaries in its shape and orientation, forming along the closest-packed (111) plane.
### 5.6.3 Study with Pockels effect

Tellurium is hexagonal with smaller lattice unit cell edges than cubic CdTe, thereby Te inclusions induce strain in the CdMnTe lattice. Strain-induced birefringence is observed around the plane of Te inclusions with cross-polarized infrared images at zero bias as shown in fig. 14.

![Image of IR images showing strain-induced birefringence](image.png)

**Figure 5.14** IR images of 6 x 6 x 6 mm³ CdMnTe crystals from ingot 2 with cross-polarized IR light at zero bias, showing strain-induced birefringence due to the plane of Te inclusions.

The effect of a plane of Te inclusions on the electrical properties of CdMnTe was studied by Pockels electro-optic effect. Pockels images of the CdMnTe crystal taken at different bias is shown in fig. 5.15.

The intensity of cross-polarized light increases as the bias is increased, showing the expected increase in electric field due to increasing the bias. At higher bias, charge buildup is clearly observed as an increase in intensity of transmitted light around the region that corresponds to the position of the plane of Te inclusions.
Figure 5.15 Pockel’s images of the CMT crystal illustrated in figure 5.11. The electric field increases as the bias is increased. A charge buildup is observed at high bias around the position corresponding to the region around the Te inclusion as shown in fig. 5.14.

Here we observe that the plane of Te inclusions cause a buildup of electric field around the vicinity of the plane. Individual Te inclusions such as the sizes observed in the CdMnTe crystal behave as point defects and will not affect the uniformity of electric field within the bulk of the crystal.
Figure 5.16 Electric field distribution evaluated for the CMT crystal a) at -1400 V applied bias and b) at +1400 V applied bias. Notice the contour map of the distribution showing distinct irregularity due to the localized plane Te inclusions. The Y-axis is parallel to direction of IR light (111 plane).

However a plane of Te inclusions as observed in this crystal will accumulate charges and distort the uniformity of electric field as shown in figures 5.15 and 5.16. The accumulation of charges around the region of Te inclusion plane causes a non-uniform distribution of the electric field within the bulk of the detector crystal. This non-uniformity is observed as deviation from the expected (theoretical) average electric field represented by the dashed lines in figure 5.17. The higher the electric field peak, the higher is the deviation from theoretical average electric field, i.e. the higher is the non-uniformity. On the average, the drift velocity of charge carriers, given as \( \frac{v}{E} \) (where \( \mu \) is the mobility of charge carrier and \( E \) is the electric field), will be less in regions with low electric field and high in regions with high electric field so that motion of charges will be compensated and so non-uniform electric field will not affect charge collection. When gamma interaction occurs near the cathode, an electron moving from the cathode to the anode will induce the same charge within both uniform and non-uniform electric field situations. However, when gamma
Figure 5.17 Electric field distribution of CMT crystal with a) negative bias, and b) positive bias. Sharp peaks are present at the region of the plane of Te inclusions.

Figure 5.18 I-V characteristics measured during Pockels IR imaging, a. for negative bias, and b. for positive bias. The total current here is a combination of photo-induced and dark currents.
interaction with the material occurs at low electric field regions, the electric field may not effectively separate the generated electrons and holes and indeed charges may be lost through recombination, which will affect the collection efficiency and deteriorate detector performance.

Figure 5.16 shows the electric field profiles of the CdMnTe detector at an applied bias of 1400 V, calculated from Pockels images by equation 1 and assuming a value of 5.5 pm/V for the optical tensor, $r_{41}$, based on doped CdTe studies [32-34]. A negative bias was applied to the Te-rich side of the crystal in the case of Figure 16a, thereby making the detector forward-biased. In this configuration, electric field buildup around the cathode, anode and plane of Te inclusions are observed. The electric field in the bulk is more uniform, and there is small distortion of electric field around the plane of Te inclusions.

Fig. 5.16b, however, shows the electric field profile obtained when the detector is reverse-biased by applying a positive bias to the Te-rich side of the crystal. Higher intensity is observed around the plane of Te inclusions as seen in fig. 6b. The intensity increases with increase in applied bias (fig. 5) showing an increase in electric field around the Te inclusion plane.
Figure 5.19 Response of two CMT bar detectors from ingot 2 (6x6x12 mm$^3$) to $^{137}$Cs in planar configuration. Spectrum (2B) obtained from crystal relatively free of Te inclusion planes shows a peak corresponding to 662 keV of gamma radiation, while spectrum (2A) obtained from crystal with observed Te inclusion showed no response.

Figure 5.17 shows the different electric field profiles for a positively and negatively biased detector along the middle of the CMT crystal. The voltage is applied to the Te-rich (111) plane of the detector, and in this configuration the negative is forward-biasing while positive is reverse-biasing.

The CMT radiation detector performs best when reverse-biased to form a rectifying Schottky barrier as this reduces the charge-injected leakage current [35]. The current was measured as a function of applied bias and plotted in figure 5.8 for both forward and reverse biasing. As expected, a reverse biased detector gives much lower current of 19 nA, while forward biased detector gives a current of 298 nA when a bias of 1400 V was applied. However, reverse biased detector also shows higher charge buildup due to the plane of Te inclusions. Two 6x6x12 mm$^3$ CMT
detectors (crystals 2A and 2B) from ingot 2 were tested; crystal 2A has observed planes of Te inclusions while crystal 2B is relatively free of Te inclusion planes. Figure 5.19 shows the spectra response of these two crystals. A photopeak that corresponds to 662 keV of gamma radiation is observed for crystal 2B, while crystal 2A shows no response. Although both crystals have low collection efficiencies, crystal 2B shows improvement over crystals from ingot 1 and 2A, as the other crystals show no response to gamma radiation.

5.7 Conclusion

The pattern, concentration and size distribution of Te inclusions in two batches of CMT ingots grown with varying indium concentrations of 4 ppm and 2.5 ppm respectively were studied. Ingot-1 crystals feature three different size distributions of Te inclusions, i.e. ~5, 10 and 25 µm, while ingot 2 contains mainly ~5 µm Te inclusions. The number of large Te inclusions (diameter ≥ 10 µm) are two orders of magnitude greater in ingot 1 than in ingot 2 crystals. The largest sized Te inclusions in ingot 1 are 20 µm in diameter, while in ingot 2 are 36 µm in diameter. Also, Te inclusions in ingot-1 crystals are more uniformly distributed within the bulk of ingot 1 crystals, but are more concentrated around a planar region of ingot-2 crystals. The effect of the plane of Te inclusions on the electric field distribution within the bulk of the crystal was shown in this study. A plane of Te inclusions was found to induce strain within the lattice and also accumulate more charges thereby creating higher non-uniformity of the electric field within the detector. Ingot 2 crystals indicate improvement in the growth of detector-grade CMT crystals. Changing the
concentration of indium dopant is shown to influence the size and distribution of Te inclusions in grown CMT crystals. However, the twin planes decorated by Te inclusions will deteriorate detector performance and must be addressed to realize detector-grade CMT crystals.


CONCLUSION

The findings associated with this thesis have contributed to the wider research efforts aimed at understanding the defects limiting the performance of CZT and CMT crystals as room temperature nuclear detectors. Understanding these defects will ultimately lead to ways of minimizing and/or eliminating defects thereby producing superior quality crystals for room temperature nuclear detector applications. The main conclusions are summarized below.

**Surface defects**

The National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) affords us the ability to, for the first time, use x-rays with micrometer-scale beam spots to probe the surface defects associated with surface preparation of CZT nuclear detectors. First we established the importance of surface preparation process for detector performance by explicitly showing the effect of surface roughness on detector’s leakage current. Also employing the microscale x-ray mapping, we showed the detector performance to correlate with surface conditions (Chapter 3).

We then reported a detailed systematic study of surface preparation methods combining polishing and etching for achieving the desired optically flat and smooth surfaces (Chapter 4). The findings from this study propose an optimal surface preparation technique CZT and CMT crystals for nuclear detector applications. Specifically, a final polishing with 0.05µm grit size alumina slurry followed by etching with freshly prepared 5% Bromine-Methanol solution for five minutes was
found to be an optimum surface preparation process. This process removes about 88% of surface damages as observed with the Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) studies. This surface preparation achieves a superb surface smoothness with an average surface roughness feature not more than one nanometer in diameter.

**Bulk defects**

The studies reported in this thesis have immensely contributed to better understanding the defects in CZT and CMT crystals and how these defects affect the performance of the nuclear detectors based on the crystals. These studies have used experimental quantification of the concentration and size distribution of Te inclusions to support the model describing charge loss due to Te inclusions. A major breakthrough in the research on semiconductors for room temperature nuclear detector applications is the realization of the first response of CMT crystals to high energy gamma rays. CMT was introduced as a new and promising material for room temperature nuclear detector applications by Arnold Burger in 1999 and research efforts have since been directed towards realizing x-ray and gamma ray detectors based on CMT crystals. This thesis reports the study of internal defects, specifically Te inclusions and precipitates. The study of the sizes, concentrations and distribution of Te inclusions in CMT crystals led to identification of unique planes of Te inclusions that is a characteristic of an otherwise promising CMT ingot. The effect of these characteristic planes on the internal electric field of detector crystals was reported. It was found that these Te inclusion planes induce stress and act as charge traps within the crystal. A careful selection, fabrication and testing of CMT crystals
with less inclusion planes gave a spectral response, for the first time, to high energy
gamma rays (response to 137Cs at 662KeV). The optimization of crystal growth
conditions is proposed to realize detector grade CMT crystals. This optimization is
best achieved by establishing a continued feedback loop between crystal growth,
defect characterizations and detector performance testing of CMT and CZT crystals.
APPENDIX A

INFRARED IMAGING AND ALGORITHM

Infrared imaging

The sizes and distributions of Te inclusions in the bulk of the CZT and CMT crystals were studied with an infrared (IR) microscope system developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The system is automated to count and record the number and sizes of the Te inclusions within the bulk of the crystals. CZT and CMT crystals are opaque to visible light but transparent to IR light. The Te inclusions however have different optical properties and are opaque to IR light and so appear as dark spots in an IR image. The IR system consists of an illuminator, a backlight fiber optic that transfers the light through an optical condenser onto the sample. The sample is placed on a translational stage that consists of three actuators, each for the x, y and z Cartesian coordinates that are connected to a motion controller which is connected to a PC through serial connectors. Software was developed in C++ programming environment for communicating with the actuators.
Figure A1. Infrared imaging setup.

Table A1. List of the major components of the IR microscopy system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Serial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 High intensity</td>
<td>Edmunds Optics</td>
<td>MI-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Optical condenser</td>
<td>Optem International</td>
<td>25-70-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Objective lens</td>
<td>Mitutoyo American Corporation</td>
<td>K 00128904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 CCD camera</td>
<td>Pixelink</td>
<td>PL-B955H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Motion controller</td>
<td>Newport</td>
<td>ESP 300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A large field-of-view (FOV) objective microscope is attached to the CCD camera using a lens adapter. An optics assembly system is mounted in-line with the translational stage and the backlight fiber optic. Different objective lenses with magnifications from 2x to 20x can be used, which correspond to a FOV of 5.3 mm (horizontal) x 3.8 mm (vertical) and 0.53 mm (horizontal) x 0.38 mm (vertical) dimensions respectively. The CCD camera used in the system is a Pixelink camera with sensor area of 7.8 mm x 10.6 mm and resolution of 2208 x 3000 pixels. The
camera is connected to the PC by a firewire cable and is controlled by the C++ software. The system takes images one point after the other. The number of images taken at a point depends on the number of steps specified from one surface to the other as shown schematically in fig. 2. The step size for the scan depends on the depth of focus (DOF).

Figure A2. Schematics of the process of image capture by the IR microscopy system.

**Iterative algorithm**

An iterative algorithm was developed with Interactive Data Language (IDL) programming environment to count the Te inclusions present in the CZT and CMT crystals from the IR images and to measure their sizes, concentration, volume and
excesses, as well as to reconstruct a 3-dimensional image of the crystal showing the positions of Te inclusions within the bulk of the crystal.

The first step of the algorithm involves converting the image to its negative image as shown in fig. 3. The negative image reveals large objects with relatively low brightness representing out-of-focus Te inclusions and compact objects with high brightness representing in-focus Te inclusions. The algorithm discards the Te inclusions that are out of focus and counts only those in focus. This is done in a two-step process. The first step is the background subtraction, in which the algorithm applies a cutoff on the brightness to suppress the contribution of objects of low brightness that represent out of focus Te inclusions. The second step selects only one Te inclusion present at the same position in 3 to 5 layers depending on the depth of field, while also correcting for shifts of images so that a Te inclusion is counted only once. This process is shown in figures 4 and 5.

The concentration of Te inclusions for each layer is calculated from the field-of-view, the size of the z-scan step and the number of Te inclusions for each layer. The algorithm also records the sizes of the Te inclusions, and can be modified to give the concentration, volume and excess of Te inclusions of a given radius.
Figure A3. A negative infrared image of a section of CZT crystal showing in-focus and out-of-focus Te inclusions.
Figure A4. IDL iterative algorithm showing the background subtraction and counting process. Each object on the left plane is represented as a spectrum of inverted intensity against the position.
Figure A5 a) Spectra of inverted intensity showing i) the noise associated with the measurements, ii) two small inclusions and iii) a large inclusion. b) A stack of 200 images projected on a single plane after background subtraction.
Figure A6. a) A 3-dimensional image showing the positions of the Te inclusions in the bulk of a 5 x 5 x 12 mm³ CZT crystal. The image is reconstructed from the different infrared images of the CZT crystal using the algorithm. b) A plot of the concentration of Te inclusions against the location of the inclusions within the bulk of the CZT crystal, from one surface to the other. c) A histogram showing the concentration of Te inclusions according to their sizes.
Materials with zinc-blende structure possess a linear electro-optic effect, known as Pockels effect, in which the refractive index is modified anisotropically so that the crystal becomes birefringent in the presence of applied bias. Therefore, the electro-magnetic vector of the light is rotating with the intensity of the electric field throughout the detector. To employ the Pockels effect, the crystal is placed between two polarizers, i.e. a cross polarizer and analyzer. The crystal is then irradiated with infrared light of wavelength below the band-gap of the crystal, and the total intensity of light is detected with a CCD camera. The intensity is given by

$$I = I_o \sin^2 (\varphi)$$

Here $I_o$ is the maximum transmitted light with aligned polarizers, and $I$ is the difference between cross-polarized transmitted light between the biased and unbiased crystal. $\varphi$ is the retardation of light beam passing through the crystal, expressed as

$$\varphi = \frac{\pi n_o^2 r d}{\lambda} E$$

where $d$ is the optical path length (thickness of the crystal), $r$ is the linear electro-optic coefficient, $n_o$ is the field free refractive index, and $E$ the mean electric field. Pockels images were obtained and analyzed with an IDL code specifically generated for this application to give the 3-dimensional distribution of internal electric field.
Figure B1 shows the schematics of the Pockels effect setup. The setup consists of a light source, a narrow band infrared light filter, a set of polarizers (polarizer and analyzer) and the CCD camera. These components are shown in figures B2 and B3. Figure B4 shows the light source and associated power supply, as well as the high voltage power supply.

Figure B1. Schematics of Pockels effect measurement setup
Figure B2. Pockels effect setup at BNL
Figure B3. Pockels effect setup. The Sample holder with a CZT crystal, the polarizer, analyzer, high voltage power supply connector and the CCD camera can be seen.
Figure B4. Pockels effect setup. The light source and associated power, as well as the high voltage power supply are seen.
**IDL algorithm**

Interactive data language (IDL) is a programming language that is very useful for analysis of scientific data and visualization. The syntax is based on FORTRAN syntax and also includes some C programming constructs. Using IDL, we have developed an algorithm for calculating and visualizing the internal electric field within the bulk of CZT and CMT crystals. The algorithm is simplified into five steps as appears below.

**IDL algorithm steps**

1. Images are read into IDL and the windows' attributes are defined.
2. Images are converted to floating point arrays of numbers. For each image, two vectors are constructed containing the x and y position, respectively, of the array.
3. A bilinear interpolation of the image values is conducted.
4. Image math is processed to subtract the Pockels images of biased crystal from the unbiased crystal with cross-polarized transmitted light.
5. The electric field is computed and visualized.

A flowchart of the algorithm featuring the steps and processes of calculating and visualizing the internal electric field is shown in figure B5. With further work, this algorithm can be developed into a software with a user interface that can useful for the automation of internal electric field imaging which can ultimately lead to a new imaging instrumentation for crystal selection in device fabrication industries.
Figure B5. Flowchart of IDL algorithm for processing Pockels images